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Find out how Coastal Carolina 
.University students are trying to 
break a Guiness World Record! 
I page 12 
The age-old Yankees/Red Sox 
rivalry heats up once again 
I page 15 
Learn about Homecoming 
events for the wee 
Ph to b Rap JOE 
Students mill over the Prince La n in between class times. The current number of 
graduate and undergraduate enrolled CCU students exceeds 8,000. 
Coa p • SIS 
There are more CCU students now. than e er befo e 
aegan Sweat 
Staff Writer 
A many tudents may 
have noticed, the tudent body 
population ha been teadily 
increa ing at Coa tal arolina 
Uni ersity over the pa t fc 
years. 
With crowded c1as ro ms and 
building , limited parking and a 
waitli t for on campu bou ing, 
hat exactly i going on with the 
increa ing admittance? 
"Strategic planning 1 like 
coming up with a plan or dir ction 
that you would like to ee th 
Information 
in titution progre to aid Dr. 
Darla Domke-Damont coordina-
t r of tnltegic planning for CC . 
e 10 into the future and 
try to te r the university into 
way that ouId b t b nefit th 
tudent f: ulty and community. 
Domke-Damont aid they 
couldn t admit 400 tudents 
and mploy 200 faculty and taff 
members. Thi ituation would 
be, a Domke-Damonte aid "a 
chaoti me .' 
, e ha e to ha 'e orne ort 
of goal that n d to breached 
and that the purpo e of strategic 
planning. We have to decid where 
e ant the univer ity to go. ' 
rele ant ar 
planning. 
b Ii ve that 
)- See nrollment page 5 
Visit us online: ww2.coastal.edu/chanticleer 
The sign featuring the ne 
front of CCU's c mpu . 
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CAMPUS EVENTS What to do, where to do it on campus in October 
Mon. 22 I Mon. " 22 I Tues. 23 I Weds. 24 I Thurs. 25 I Thurs. 25 I Fri. 26 
Paint the Breaking the CCU's Amazing CCU Spirit Tye ChantFEST Pep RallyfBonfire Comedy 
Campus Teal and World Record Race Dying Wall Driveway Crowning of Showcase 
Homecoming Prince Lawn Start at Student Prince Lawn 3 to 6:30 p.m. Homecoming Wheelwright 
Banner 3p.m. Center 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Greek Yard Show Court Auditorium 
Competition 5 p.m. Talent Show Commons Front of Woods 7 p.m. 
Campus Wide Wheelwright Courtyard Residence Hall 
7 p.m. 6:30 to 8 p.m. 8 p.m. to late 
Sat. 27 " I Mon. 30 "' Tues. 31 I Weds. 1 I Thurs. 2 I "Fri. 3 " I Sun. 4 . j 
2nd Annual Spirit 
Parade 
Chanticleer Drive 
East 
Minority Mixer 
W.B. Small Gym 
10 p.m. 
Halloween Fest! 
Costume Contest 
Prince Lawn 
"First Thursday" 
STCR 208 
6 p.m. 
Wild Card EVent 
Student Center 
Deck 
Mr. Coastal 
Pageant 
Wheelwright 
Auditorium 
7 p.m. 
College Park 
Clean-Up 
Meet at Student 
Center 
1 p.m. 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Meet Counseling 
Services 
Prince Lawn 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Foreign film 
"Eternity and a 
Day" 
Wall Auditorium 
8 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
12 p.m. 
See page 35 for 
the CCU sports 
calendar 
Compiled by Meg Duvall, a istant editor 
SGA Finance Board can 
provide money for clubs 
From the dean's desk: New campus-
wide emergency alert system in use 
Chelsea Trimper 
For The Chanticleer 
Picture this. You are sitting at your club 
meeting going over the eve~t ofthe century 
that you have been planning all semester, 
when all of a sudden you realize that no 
matter how many cookies you sell or cars 
you wash, you will not have enough money 
to hold the event that you have devoted so 
much time to plan. 
This is where I come in. 
As the Vice President of Finance for the 
Student Government Association, I run the 
Finance Board along with the Secretary of 
Finance, Mikey Mirabelli. 
The goal of Finance Board is to help 
clubs get enough money to operate and 
hold events that all of Coastal Carolina 
University can benefit from. 
How does it work? It's not difficult as 
long as you follow this simple proce s. 
Once you have been approved by the· 
Office of Student Activities and Leadership, 
contact me with a budget for the entire 
academic year. Once I have rec ived your 
budget, you can ign up for a Finance 
Board meeting. The Finance Board meets 
this semester on Mondays at 6 p.m. 
The sign up is upstairs in the student 
center outside the SGA office. If you have 
already submitted a budget and know 
you need money for an event not Ii ted 
in your budget you can submit a special 
allocation. 
Special allocations also go through the 
Finance Board and then are brought before 
Policy Board (SGA Senate) on Mondays at 
3 p.m. in Wall Auditorium. 
If your allocation is approved, I will 
have the money transferred to your on-
campus account. 
Now the next time you have an event 
and need a little more money, there is 
no need to panic. If you have any more 
questions, feel free to contact me at 
cltrimpe@coastal.edu 
Meg Duvall 
Assistant Editor 
Coastal Carolina University is 
committed to the safety of its students, said 
Dean of Students Lloyd Holmes. Part o( 
that safety is that the campus is free from 
weapons and dangerous implements. 
In response to recent events on CCU's 
campus, CCU h~s implemented a new 
emergency notification system. Th 
university is using the CCU Alert system 
to notify students of imminent danger. 
The ystem sends' a text message and 
an e-mail to students notifying them of the 
ituation. Holmes asks students to sign up 
for the alert through the CCU Web site at 
http://www.coastal.edulsafety/. 
In addition to the CCU alert, Holmes 
wants students to be an active part of their 
safety by helping Public Safety before 
problems arise. 
"I encourage students, if they know of 
other students who possess weapons on 
campus, to let university officials know" 
said Holmes. 
90RRECTIONS 
Photo illzl\"/ration by law Odame 
The dean al 0 want tudent to know 
that their off campu behavior may be 
adjudicated through the tudent judicial 
system. He said this does not con titute 
double jeopardy b a e the univer ity 
looks at whether the student violated the 
Code of Student Conduct. 
To report information anonymously 
about potential threats go to the CCU 
Silent Witness Web page at http:// 
www.coastal.edulsafety/police/index. 
html?type=witness. 
The Chanticleer is committed to accuracy. Please e-mail or call 
the editor-in-chief if you see any mistakes in The Chanticleer at 
chanticleer@coastal.edu or (843) 349-2330. 
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NEWS 
During this year's spring break, students and professors traveled to Ireland. 
Students be efit from tra 
Claire Arambula 
Staff Writer 
Imagine taking a three-
week afari over African plains, 
. tudying harks in the Bahamas 
or exploring the lush rainfore ts 
of Costa Rica. 
Studying abroad is among the 
many opportunitie that Coa tal 
Carolina University ha to offer 
its students. 
The benefits students reap 
from traveling over 'ea~ are 
endle s. Not only can studt!nt 
become expo ed to other cultures 
tradition and life tyle but they 
have the opportunity to do so 
while learning a new language or 
performing re earch for college 
credit. 
In addition a trip to another 
country i often a career in piration 
for many students. 
Brittany Ousley, a junior 
history major at CCU, spent three 
weeks in Africa for most of the 
recent Maymester. 
. HI feel like a more cultural 
and worldly person" said Ousley. 
"I learned everything from the 
. animals of Kenya to adapting to 
a new country without my home 
and loved ones." 
Most students gain something 
much more from their experienc-
e than language skills and letter International Programs (OIPS), is 
grades. Upon returning from their "always looking for new exciting 
adventure, students bring with opportunities." 
them a new-found confidence. Patterson expressed her 
Living in another country for excitement when students, who 
even a short period of time will have never traveled before, return 
change a student's perspective on from studying overseas. 
life forever. Students gain insight "It's so exciting to see the 
to the way the world works and change in students' she said. 
become better prepared for the 'They always want to go back. ' 
future. Spanish student Leyla ardali 
"1 discovered that the world recently took advantage ofCCU's 
is too beautiful not to see," Maymester trip to Spain. 
explained Ousley. "I discovered "Going to Spain was the best 
how mall I am in relation to the decision I ve made,' said ardali. 
re t of the world, and there are "It gave me an opportunity to not 
mu h bigger issues than just me. only learn a language but to learn 
I have discovered the meaning of a culture, and it made me ee that 
the word 'humble'." there are so many great thing to 
CCU offers many options for discover outside of the protective 
Mayme ter: one of them being bubble we live in. I can t imagine 
three weeks spent in a'lother myself not going back there 
country earning credit. Flyer because t.hat is where my heart 
about upcoming travel options is.' 
are often posted in hallways of Studying abroad through CCU 
campus academic buildings. is designed to be affordable to 
Additionally students may students. Students should look 
look into CCU's student exchange into available student loans and 
program, which lasts from one grants in addition to contacting 
semester to one academic year. the Office of Financial Aid and 
ceu currently offers programs 
for student exchange with 10 
countries, and ha more opportuni-
ties in the works. 
the OIPS, located in Laurel Hall. 
For the exchange programs, 
students actually pay CCU tuition 
while overseas. CCU and the host 
According to International institution will set up payment 
Program Services Coordinator )- See Abroad page 6 
Lori Patterson the Office of 
y 
Brad Bowen 
For The Chanticleer 
Coastal Carolina Urn e ity i 
attempting to brea a Guinne 
orld record 0 onday Oct. 22 
at3 p.m. 
CCU is trying to get 1,0 
studen faculty and community 
member to do th Coa tal Chic -
n Dance on the Prince La 
Dr. Lee Bollinger and her 
Journali m 312 cla are Ie ming 
ho to attract the media through 
this em ter proj t. 
"Thi ha been m planmng 
ince the fir t day of ch 01 and 
we are coming down to th end, 
said Leah Maravich on of th 
student heading th project. 
The idea came up he 
Bollinger thought about tting 
a record. Bollinger conta t-
ed the Guinne s World Record 
Co. in order to find out all th 
stipulations . 
In the record b o. Waid 
Academy in An truther Fife did 
the"WaidWaggle 'forfi eminute 
to the song "Ach Breaky Heart~ 
with 875 peop e in attendance. 
"We want 1 000 pe pI to 
dance for six minute and 
brea their record aid 
Bollinger. 
The cIa 
be 
cation 
Journal-
ism Club 
have al 0 
been as ist-
ing the cla 
in breaking the 
record. 
"SGA (Student 
Government 
A ociation) just 
gave u $1 140 for 
the event,' said 
Maravich. 
Corbin 
... NEWS Oct. 22 ~ Nov, 5, 2007 
Physics professor receives grant for ASA research 
Claire Arambula 
Staff Writer 
Born in Bangkok, Thailand, 
Associate Professor of physics 
Dr. Varavut Limpasuvan is doing 
great things at Coastal Carolina 
University. 
and help to advance the study. 
But I wouldn't rank it better than 
anything else," he said. 
While displaying humility 
for his work, Limpasuvan really 
emphasizes the importance of 
connecting with his students, first 
and foremost. 
"} want to help with student 
The 37-year-old professor involvement," he said. "It's 
recently received a grant of refreshing to find motivated 
$225,371 from the National students who are interested in 
Science Foundation (NSF) to 
conduct a ne 'N tudy. 
In using satellite observations 
from the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA), 
Limpasuvan will lead an investiga-
tion of gravity ~ aves and weather 
characteristics of the stratosphere. 
The funding for this study is 
a successful step for the scientist; 
however, Limpasuvan is very 
modest upon achieving this 
accomplishment. 
"Personally, I tend to trivialize 
my accomplishments. It's nice 
to have funding from NASA. It 
will keep me going in research, 
further career development." 
Svetlin Roussev, a senior at 
CCU, has been closely working 
with Limpasuvan since May. 
"I met him through a friend," 
explained Roussev of his 
professor. "He is amazing! He 
knows so much." 
Having been inspired by Press photo 
Limpasuvan's work, the computer Varavut Limpasuvan is a 
science major considers his physics professor at CCU. 
professor a role model. 
"All his projects are amazing," 
said Roussev. "He is great in his 
field, and he keeps pushing me." 
Limpasuvan's new study was 
inspired three years ago, when he 
and one of his students were doing 
work with a weather model. 
"We were able to study a 
different phenomenon that was of 
interest to NASA," he explained. 
"We were able to develop a nice 
set of tools." 
Limpasuvan owes his interest 
in the new study to the student 
who initially worked on 'it with 
him. 
"My student motivated 
me. I feel like I am 'paying it 
forward. '" 
Tht: most important result 
that Limpasuvan has encountered 
is having his field recognized. 
The ability to recognize that 
events which occur beyond the 
stratosphere affect what goes on 
below it can change the science 
world. 
"If we better understand what 
is aloft, we will better understand 
what is down here. Solar activity, 
volcanic interaction .. .it is a 
mechanism study," he explained. 
Limpasuvan's interest in 
science was present at an early 
age. Having family members who 
were involved in fields of science 
as well, Limpasuvan has always 
been immersed in the subject. 
Once in college, he was 
always seeking projects to work 
on, and was encouraged by one 
of his professors, from whom 
Limpasuvan found a spark of 
opportunity. 
"My first physics teacher really 
propelled me to my current status," 
said Limpasuvan. "I feel indebted 
to him. Any little thing goes a long 
way to inspire stUdent .' 
Among his other inspiration 
for studying science, Limpasuvan 's 
No.1 role model was not a scientist 
at all. 
"My dad was an experimental-
ist," said Limpasuvan, laughing. 
"He was always trying thing . 
Home-brewed experiments; we 
would take his car apart and then 
put it back together. It was the 
process of trial and error. I credit 
him." 
In addition, Limpa u an' 
thesis adviser, Conway Leovy 
made a great impact on him during 
his years as a student. Leovy 
> See Professor page 9 
NEW FINANCIAL AID HOMEPAGE' 
INFORMATION 
READY FOR SPRING 2008 AND REGISTRATION? Financial Aid is utilizing a new LOAN 
COMPARISON ASSISTANCE TOOL 
• Not if you have a balance on your bill! Check 
your web advisor and also with the Bursar's Office to 
ensure that your Fall 2007 bill is completely paid and 
that there are no holds on your account. You cannot 
register if you have an outstanding balance due 
for Fall 2007. 
• Check your financial aid on web advisor to make 
sure that all of your financial aid money/awards have 
transmitted. 
• If you received some loans for Fall 2007 ONLY and 
not for Spring 2008, then your Spring financial aid will 
not be sufficient. Apply now for any additional loans 
required for Spring 2008. 
• Once you are registered, check your bill on web 
advisor to ensure that you have sufficient financial aid 
to cover all charges. If more financial aid is required, go 
to www.coastal.edu/financialaid/Loantable.htmlfor more 
information. 
If you have any questions about your financial 
aid for Fall or Spring, call our office at 
(843) 349-2313 
or email our office at finaid@coastal.edu. 
to provide assistance to our students in 
selecting the best loan solution. When 
you visit www.coastal.edu/financialaid/ 
Loantable.html you will find a link to 
compare, and apply for, parent PLUS 
and student alternative loans. This 
link will direct you to Simple Tuition 
where you can get the most information 
possible. Visit this page to find out 
interest rates, borrower benefits (such 
as interest reduction for auto draft) 
and even estimated payments for the 
loans you are considering. After you 
decide which loan is best for your needs, 
APPLYING IS JUST ONE CLICK AWAY!!! 
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. Oct. 22 - Nov. 5,2007 NEWS 
Energy-saving ligh bu lbs a e 
available to campus com y 
Marissa Mitzner 
For The Chanticleer 
Students a~e invited to take 
part in the campus "Change A 
Light Campaign" sponsored by 
the CCU Campus and Commu-
nity Sustainability Initiative and 
Santee Cooper by exchanging 
an energy inefficient light bulb 
with an energy efficient compact 
fluorescent light bulb (CFL). 
The light bulbs will be 
provided by Santee Cooper. 
The exchange takes place on 
Wednesday. Oct. 31. 11 a.m. 
to 2 p.m .• on the Prince Lawn. 
\ hile supplies last. Captain 
Planet. the en ironm~ntal super-
hero, will be present to help 
with the light bulb exchange and 
to encoUrage other to use les 
energy. 
Though CFL bulbs cost more 
than incandescent bulbs. they 
use a fraction of the energy to 
produce the same amount of 
light and last about 10 times 
as long. The exchange will 
continue at The Pine and at 
College Park .locations the same 
day between 5:30 and 7 p.m. 
The "Change a Light 
Campaign" exchange at CCU 
is in recognition of the first 
anniversary of the dedication of 
the campus Green Power Solar 
Pavilions on East Chanticleer 
Drive. Dedicated on Oct. 31, 
2006 the site is South Carolina' 
first Green Power olar demon-
stration project. 
The solar panels produce 
16 kilowatts and sit atop the 
mUlti-purpose pavilion and bus 
stop. The project delivers on 
Santee Cooper's commitment to 
rein e t Green Power funds into 
future renewable energy project 
in the tate. 
than 2.3 million ~ulbs, which 
will prevent 955.1 04,367 pounds 
of greenhouse gas emission 
and save $61 243,440 in energy 
costs. In South Carolina, 9,273 
pledges have been made. 
Santee Cooper is South 
Carolina's state-owned electric 
and water utility and erve 
more than 155 000 re iden-
tial and commercial cu tomer 
including the Grand Strand. 
The utility al 0 generate the 
po er distribut d by the tate' 
, _0 electric cooperative to more 
than 665,000 customer in all 
46 countie . All total more than 
Santee Cooper's program is '_ million South Carolinians 
unique in that 100 percent of all receive their power directly or 
revenues from ales are u ed to 'ndirectly from Santee Cooper. 
grow Green Power re ·ource. ~ For more informati on 
Santee Cooper will continue to Santee Cooper Electric Co .. vi it 
add additional landfill methane www.anteecooper.com. 
ga generating sites and more 
olar projects. Wind demonstra-
tion project are also planned. 
The "Change a Light 
Campaign" is a part of 
the ENERGY STAR 
program. a federal 
effort that is report-
ing919A29peopie 
who have pledged 
to change more 
Upsi on Eta h.osts • • C 0 n 
Meg Duvall 
Assistant Editor 
Upsilon Eta, the communica-
tion honor society. held its first 
meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 10 
at 4:30 p.m. The members met 
.and discu 'ed upcoming plans 
for the year. 
The honors ociety is 
planning to host both a social 
event and a ervice event this 
year. Ideas for the event include 
a birthday party for Upsilon Eta. 
a date party and a fonnal. 
Ideas for the ervice 
event, which will be hosted 
in the spring, have also been 
discussed. The propo ed event 
topics include a Rock Your Vote. 
a chool violence awareness day 
and a food drive. 
The next meeting will be 
held on Wednesday, Nov. 7 at 
4:3D p.m. in EHFA 241. The 
agenda for the meeting include 
a more detailed di Cll ion of 
the L ocial and service event·, 
voting for officer position and 
the induction cerem ny. All 
student are \velcomed to attend 
and refre hment will be erved. 
The induction of new 
member will be held on 
Wedne day, o. 2 at 4 r;.m. 
in the Edward R"ecital Hall. 
Refre hment will be erved. All 
tudent are welcomed to attend 
the induction ceremon~ for the 
new members of Up ilon Eta. 
Inductee include: 
Je sica Archibald 
Victoria Brown 
Kimberly Daniel 
Heather Davidson 
Elise' Davis 
Brian Dunlop 
Heather Eurell 
Alison E\'ans 
Lauren Formalair 
Aubrey Geoffro. 
Sarah Gunning 
Ange a Hayes 
"Thitn y Howard 
Vane a Jemmott 
Samantha Leclair 
Leah Mara ich 
Ale "andria Mean 
Meghan Miller 
. 1attbew lolzan 
Lauren forris 
Revonda Mo 
. Caitlyn Po]Jock 
Carolyn Quaranta 
Michelle Rankin 
Emil.' Ro 
Michelle Ru. so 
Justin cb rrep 
Ii chmit 
Ticbole Signore 
Rhett mith 
Alex ouza 
Whitne. tuart 
Megban Tarme,' 
Jaclynn ocum 
L ri Zala 
Enrol e , page 1 
between the t 0 de cription but 
ith more lenience to still b ing 
considered a four-year colleg ith 
elected rna ·ter's program. 
All of the comments from the 
participant remain anonym u , 
but tb y ho both ~ ide of th 
di cu ion and bring up man 
intere ting points. 
Our prima. mi ion h uld 
be on undergraduat edu atJ n 
\\ith electi e rna ter' , and th 
rna ter' hould be ba ed on tr ng 
undergraduate program . aId n 
tenured fa ult) mem r. 
"In the ne ,t 10 to 15 )e 
ill mor Ii -ely be me h r 
b 1\\ een the r 
"I can't 
in tnution 
n hitting our 
undergraduate tudent' 
Domk -Damonte. 
The e ion partIcipant 
er al 0 intere ted in eing 
a more ompreheosl plan for 
growth begin to develop that will 
come with a more re ultant tie to 
facilitie, human re urce and 
other re ouree plannmg in th 1 ng 
run. 
Arena, page 1 
aid Dr. Edgar Dyer, e ecuh e i e 
pre idem of CC T. •• ut that 1 u to 
th m. \\e d n't ha e a plan B at thl 
point. 
There i a general dl app int-
ment among admini tratlOn a ut 
the deci ion. 
''I'm di appoint d that th d al 
didn't go through b au It 1 a 
buildmg that the ampu n ds in 
many ay, 110t ju t for our a it 
athlet . but al 0 for th r 'nd 
of entertainment. But 
delay and other problem . I thmk It 
i a prudent dec 1 IOn ,. aId ~ III tt 
" e are dL app inted, but e \\ III 
do the be t e can ith th r 
\\ e got" aid Dyer. 
There i orne b nefit to 
from tb ituation. 
~~ ______________________________ ~ __ E_VV __ S __________________ ~ _____ O_ct_. _22_-_N_Ov_. 5.,_20 __ 07
Jackson Scholar 
Program teaches 
ethics for life 
Lo Pirie 
Traditionally, a class of five 
Staff Writer 
Some people would categorize 
ethics and values as being central 
and integral parts of an individual's 
life. Ethics largely determine th'e 
choices people make and the way 
Jackson Scholars is chosen from 
the pool of applicants every two 
years. Scholars can be students 
majoring in any subject from 
various CCU academic colleges; 
they are not required to be 
philosophy majors or minors. 
In addition to' exploring 
their personal ethics, Jackson 
University Scholars have the chance to assist 
they view the world. 
Coastal Carolina 
offers students an 
opportunity to explore 
the questions of what 
ethical behavior is 
and how students can 
explore their own 
ethical tandard 
and values in order 
to apply them to the 
real world. 
Claudia 
McCollough, the 
director of the 
Jackson Center for 
Ethics and Value, 
which is located in 
the Edwards building, 
. rising elementary [EthICS] are our school students in 
sense of morality determining how to 
and also the lead their own ethical 
lives in the Summer 
Ethics Academy. way that we 
relate to others 
in the world. 
Ethics raise the 
standard for 
Why are ethics 
and values so 
importantandcritical 
in the functions of 
every day life? 
McCollough 
human beings. defined ethics 
-- Claudia 
McCullough 
as being "our 
expectations of how 
others should act in 
society. They are 
elaborated on the Jackson Scholar' 
Program a a cornerstone of the 
Jackson Center. 
our sense of morality and also the 
way 1hat we relate to others in the 
world. Ethics raise the standard 
"Jackson Scholars are given for human beings." 
the opportunity to examine and Based on this definition of 
confront ethical issues," she said. ethical behavior, Jackson Scholars 
Photo by Caroline P. Smith 
The resource center is located in the Edwards building, 
room 274. This is also the location of the Jackson Center. 
participate in an array of ethically 
based coursework during their 
two years in the program. They 
also attend event sponsored by 
the Jackson Center, such as the 
Tea and Ethics seminar , which 
discuss issues related to individual 
morality and values. . 
Each year, the Jat;K~~n Center 
hosts a visiting ethicist who 
lectures on an ethical topic of his! 
her choice. This year, the visiting 
ethicist is Dr, Robert Audi on 
April 9, 2008 at 4:30 p.m. 
Al 0 spon ored by the Jack on 
Center i a resource center. The 
re ource center function~ as a 
miniature library with a diverse 
selection of materials relating to 
ethical behavior in the real world. 
The Jackson Center will be 
accepting applications for this 
term's Jackson Scholars until Nov. 
I . CCU students are encouraged to 
take advantage of this opportunity 
to build their sense of community 
and advance their academi~ and 
personal lives. 
Abroad, page ~ 
plans to aid the student in funding 
their experience. The financial 
aspect of studying abroad is 
not meant to restrict students or 
discourage travel, considering the 
best time to go is during college. 
"Travel as much as pos ible 
while you're still in your youth. 
It is much easier and cheaper 
to travel without a career and a 
family," advised Ousley. 
"It is the best experience there 
is," said Nardali, in agreement. 
"You meet 0 many amazing 
people and make such great 
friends. 
"You almost create a 'econd 
home for your elf. I don'1 regret 
one econd of it becau e it wa the 
experience of a lifetime." 
Traveling become addicting 
for tudents once they are e posed 
to the reality of other countrie . 
Some tudent would argue that it 
is better to stay at CCU and just 
get the work don . 
But to make the mo t of the 
college experience, other tudent 
believe that seeing the world again 
and again is the best way to do 
that. 
"Student who go abroad 
catch 'the [travel] bug'," laughed . 
Patter on~ "Once bitten, it 111 
their blood." 
For more information contact 
Lori Patterson in the OIPS at (843) 
349-2684. 
BOOKMARKS Use of library services on campus is growing - get your seat now! 
Laura Mogel and 
Margaret Fain 
For The Chanticleer 
If anyone tried to find a 
table and chair in the library on 
Wedne day night, Oct. 10, they 
were probably out of luck. If 
students wanted a study room, they 
had to wait three hours for one to 
b come free. If student wanted a 
sofa or comfy chair, . omeone wa 
already sitting there. 
What is going on in the 
library? With over 8 000 student 
on campus and only 426 seats in 
the library, the library doesn't 
have enough chairs for everyone. 
The student-to-chair ratio is 21 
have nearly enough tables, 
carrels, seats or study rooms 
to accommodate all of eoa tal 
Carolina Univer ity's student. 
Some student thought no one 
uses the library anymore because 
it's all online. Actually, while 
many of the library's re ource 
are online, like the indexes and 
databa es and nearly 10,000 
journal titles, people still u e print 
materials. 
Many people come to use the 
reference materials, print journals, 
books and nonprint materials. 
Students also check out laptops 
for library use. There are 45 
laptop available for checkout and 
during finals, the staff increases 
that number. 
students for every one chair. Some of the laptops even have 
For starters, the library doesn't Microsoft 2007 software, which 
is required for computer science 
classes. To check out laptops, ask 
a staff member at the circulation 
desk. 
Use of the library is running 
nearly 10 percent above last year 
and it's barely time for midterms. 
Why are so many people in the 
library? Staff members hope 
it is because of the welcoming 
atmosphere and helpfulnes' of the 
library statT. 
Student come to the 
library escape from the noise 
and distractions of dorm and 
apartments. There are places that 
are quiet; the entire second floor, 
except for the study and presenta-
tion rooms, is designated for 
individual quiet study. 
Groups can work together on 
class projects in the study rooms 
and there are presentation rooms 
where individuals and groups can 
practice for classes. But if students 
like a little background noi e the 
fir't floor is the place to be. 
Since the addition of the coffee 
shop last year, students can get 
their caffeine .fix and a quick 
snack while studying. With all the 
comforts of home and without the 
di ·traction , it is easy to ee why 
the library continues to fill with 
studying students. 
So what happened on 
Wednesday, Oct. 10? taff very limited space available in 
members don't know nut the the current building for additional 
library wa bursting at the earn. chairs and tables. 
More than 1,880 people u ed The library will continue to 
the library between 8 a.m. and add tables, chairs and soft 'eating 
midnight. as funding and pace becomes 
The library does have plan available. Meanwhile get here 
to add more seating, but there is early to get a good. eat. 
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OCT. 9 
Assist HCPD with an 
attempt to locate a 
subject 
CCU DPS officers were 
asked by Horry County 
Police officers to as ist with 
trying to find a subject at 
Choc's. The subject was not 
located. 
OCT. 9 
Larceny of a laptop ~ 
The victim reported to ceu 
DPS that their laptop was 
taken from a classroom in th 
Wall building. 
OCT. 12 
Open container 
The subject was wallled 
twice about having beer 
in an)1hing other tban a 
cup and then was given a 
citation. 
OCT. 12 
Burglary 
The victim reported to CCU 
o PS that someone entered 
their apartment and removed 
personal property without 
permission. 
OCT. 12 
Larceny 
An unidentified male took 
two books fi'om 
the University 
Bookstore and left in 
a white car with yellow 
dealer tags toward U.S. 501. 
@ 
University Place 
OCT. 13 
Threatening a public 
official 
The complainant reported 
to CCU DPS that they 
had found a threat in a 
Weblog that was directed at 
members of the university 
administration. 
OCT. 14 
Underage possession 
of alcohol 
The subject was observed 
by ceu DPS carrYing a 
black bag near Magnolia 
Hall. While identifying the 
subject it was determined the 
bag contained aiC{)hoI and 
the subject was underage. 
The alcohq,l wa destroyed 
Compiled by Meg Duvall 
and the subject was given a 
citation. 
CAMPUS ANNOUNCEMENTS So you can be in the know. too! 
} PAR FOR A CURE 
CCU's PGM Club recently 
set up tables across campus to 
. collect donations from students, 
went around to the faculty 
offices, were out in front of 
the football stadium before the 
CoastallChowan game, and took 
part in the parenti, tudent golf 
tournament over at Quail Creek. 
Altogether the PGM Club 
raised $1,200 for breast cancer 
research. There were five PGM 
schools that took part in the 
fundraiser and the total amount 
rai ed between PGM schools 
was over $6,000. 
) WHO'SWHO 
More than 1 ,000 stud~nts at 
CCU are eligible to apply for 
Who's Who Among Students 
in American Universities and 
ColJeges. Students must be 
full-time junior or seniors, have 
earned at least a 3.0 GPA and 
must have attended the last two 
semesters at CCU. In order to 
provide information regarding 
personal qualifications for 
selection, eligible students, 
who will receive the e-mail in 
November, may complete and 
submit the form online at http:// 
www.coastal.edu/whoswho by 
Nov. 15 at 5 p.m. 
> POETRY CONTEST 
The CCU Department of English 
announces the third contest in 
The Paul Rice Poetry Broadside 
Series. Guidelines: 
1. Entrants must be currently 
enrolled at Coastal Carolina 
University. 
2. Submit one poem as a Word 
(.doc) or Rich Text Format (.rtf) 
document attached to an e-maiJ 
to albergot@coastal.edu. Include 
the following in the text of the 
e-mail: name, e-mail address, 
telephone number and poem title. 
Names should only appear in the 
text of the e-mail; do not include 
names in the attached document 
with the poem. 
3. The poem must be 40 or fewer 
lines. There IS no re triction 
concerning subject, style or fonn. 
• 4. Poems must be ubmitted by 
Friday, Oct. 26. 
5. The winning poem will be 
selected by an out 'ide judge and 
the winne" will be announced 
mid-November. 
6. The winning poem will be 
published as a broadside in an 
edition of 100 copies. The winner 
will receive a $100 gift certificate 
to the CCU bookstore and 25 
copies of the broadside. 
7. The winning poem may also be 
featured in Archarios. 
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Movie documents surfers 
Rachel Kersse 
Staff Writer 
"Two urfer. One dream." The 
nonprofit organization \\Talking on 
Water will be making a top at the 
Socastee High School auditorium on 
Oct. 24 to present a free premiere of 
their l'lte. t documentary ~elf-titled 
"Walking On \Vater." 
The nonprofit Chri tian organiza-
tion was tarted by pro- urfer Bryan 
JetIDing to reach out to the global -urf 
community and to· pread the new of 
Jesu' Chri t. 
"Walking on Water' i a story of 
two young urfer, Tyler and Luke 
who are taken on a journey around the 
world earching for wave . meeting 
ne\ people and learning more than 
the couid have ever imagined along 
the way. 
The film feature~ pro-~'urfer 
Bethany Hamilton. the Hobgood 
Brother and Tom CUrT n. 
The premiere . tarts at 7 p.m. and 
will be follo\\ cd by Ii e music by 
Braddigan and 10 h Garoel, and 
~pecial guest pro- urfer. Jes e Hines, 
oah Snyder. Bryan Jennings and 
other. 
The organization i on the Ea t For more inform tion, vi it th 
coa t during half of their world tour, Walking on Water Web' ite at www. 
promoting this documentary. walkingonwaterthemo ie.com. 
Professor, page 4 
exploring science as a physici t, 
a biologi t and a chemi t, helped 
Limpasuvan find his focu . 
"He had multi-intere t . Hi work 
was cro' -di ciplinary and it wa' very 
exciting,' Limpa uvan said. "I till 
keep in contact with him today:' 
Limpa uvan's study of science, 
with a focus on fluid dynamic, 
really began in his third year of 
undergraduate study, and progre~ ed 
into graduate school. Howe er, hi 
graduate ~ducation had an emphasi 
on re earching and Limpasuvan \ a~ 
primarily intere'ted in teaching. 
"I olunteered a a teacher's 
assi tant," e. plained Limpasuvan. 'I 
like working \ ith ~tudents." 
While looking for a job at different 
in ·titution " the phy ici t a dra\\ n to 
CCU, mainly becau e it wa the only 
potential in titution with a teaching 
position available. 
"Coa tal wa, about to tart a phy IC 
department. That really excited me 
he.said. "I . a\ my opportunity to help. 
It gave me a chance to teach and·tart a 
department from the ground up, rather 
than trying to fit in omewber el e." 
Despite hi' inten. e studie and 
drive to\ ard excellence in teaching, 
Limpasu an admit that his greate t 
challenge i in finding a balance. 
"I ha e two kids," said the happily 
married profe or. "My life i much 
fulfilled. I want to be a good dad and 
a decent profes or. and sometime the 
1\ 0 compete for attention." 
When he i not teaching, re earch-
ing or spending time with hi family, 
the Patriots fan enjoys golfing. 
'I never really ha e tim~ though" 
he ~aid laughing at the fact that he 
i ~ often up at 3 a.m. re. ponding to e-
mails from hi. ~ tudent . 
The cienti:-t, if given the opportuni-
ty, \ ould 10 e to vL it the Great \Vall 
of China. 
"1 think that i' the mo t amazing 
engineering feat" aid Limpa uvan in 
a\ e. "1 would al 0 like to do a lineage 
trace and ee here my great, great 
great grandparent may ha e been. 1 
want to Lee m ... origin. ' 
Though ha ing dr am of vi jting 
unimaginable ite in di tant land 
Limpa uvan ha - experien ed many 
unbelie able thing in hi own life .. 
Receiving the CCU Teacher of the 
Year a\ ard in 2000-_001 only one 
year after becoming a profes or \\ a 
one of the phy ici t mo~t unexp cted 
ac ompli hment . 
"Becoming a d wa al 0 mind-
bIm ing:' aid Limpa uvan. "[Ila ing 
kid ] precipitated hange. It cau d 
me to fini b !!rad chool fast and put 
me on the right track. 
'You can find a circle of pea e in 
kid . They are part of you. and your 
focu become a11O\\ ing ... our kid to 
be the be t they can be." 
With dri'e and pa --ion, 
LimpaL uvan will continue to 
contribute to hi re~earch in phy ic , 
to the inspiration ofbl tudent and to 
the uni er. ity a a whole. 
'J became a tea h r to make an 
impa ~t on younger generation,' he 
aid. "1 want to get the ~tudenL into 
omething." 
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Univers"ty Place may become off-campus housing 
Amanda Kelley 
Photo Editorl1Vriter 
The future of university 
housing may be cramped with the 
. recent sale of Univer ity Place. 
Paula Drummond director 
of residence life, said, "This 
year we had a record number of 
application for hou ing, and next 
fall all fre lunen that live outside 
a 50-mile radiu are required to 
live in university hou ing." 
111i policy was et into place 
la t erne ter by Co as al Carolina 
Uni 'ersity' board oftru~tees. 
Drummond said, ·"There are 
room. with triple 0 cupancy, but 
we are no more crunched here 
than other place ." 
There was a record number of 
application for the fall semester 
from the approximately 1 ,600 
incoming freshmen, and there 
are only 12,023 beds available on 
CCU's main campu . 
DrunlllOnd explained that the 
office of re idence life "always 
overbook to compensate for 
attrition of los - no shows and 
students who decide CCU iS11 't for 
them." 
Thi year there was a waitlist are aL 0 fre hmen living in UP 
of 125 student , and th los' wa. thi year, but without the student-
under the average 5 percent. preferred hou ing the dormitorie 
The ale of UP may mean that it will ha 'e higher occupancy to fit 
will no longer b tudent-preferred all the tudent . 
housing and uppercla' men living . Drummond aid, "There.is a 
in UP will need to relocate. There higher demand for housing, but 
. there i n't cause to . break ground 
yet. We would rather fill the 
building. we have to capacity 
than to hilVe a half full new 
dormitory.' 
Th tight fit in the dorms will 
al 0 b felt in th parking lots if 
fre hmen bring their car'. 
Deni e Davis, operation 
manager for the department of 
public afety, aid." ler ar 673 
fre hmen re id ns and 335 first-
time fre lunan tudent regi ~tered 
vith the d partment. Thi nwnber 
do not include fre hmen Ii 'ing 
in UP." 
Th e numb r 8 - correlat d 
with the e pect d growth of the 
uni er it)', will I 0 increa e n xt 
year. 
"If the sale of UP i completed, 
the univer ity wi11 benefit from 
the large t monetary iVindfal1 in 
CCU's history, • wrot Pre ident 
David DeCenzo in a recent 
memo. 
Students, community encouraged to submit proposals 
Sharena Limehouse 
For The Chanticleer 
Have you submitted your 
propo alforthi year'sCelebration 
ofInquiry? 
The Celebration of Inquiry 
Conference wiII begin the evening 
of Wednesday, Feb. 13,2008 and 
will carry on through Friday. 
Feb. 15, 2008. The deadline to 
submit a proposal is Nov. 1. This 
year's theme i The Modem Life: 
Challenge. and Advantage to 
Living and Learning in the 21 st 
Century. 
A proposal i simply an idea 
to be pre ented at thi. year s 
conference. Many may wonder, 
, Why should I take the extra time 
to work on a presentation for this 
conference?" There are many 
an wers to that question. 
- First, :-articipating as a presenter 
at an academic conference 
significantly heightens the 
quality of a resume. 
- Secondly. look into some of 
the less obviou. incentives. 
Talk with 'ome professors~ they 
may be willing to help with 
presentations. It is possible that. 
this could be the start of future 
course requirements such as a 
senior thesis or an independent 
study cour e. 
- Another incentive could be 
publicity for a student group 
or o;ganization. Share it with 
the entire CCU community 
and e ryone will know the 
organization exi. ts and is active 
on campu . 
This year's theme, The 
Modem Life: The Challenges 
and Advantage. to _ Living and 
Learning in the 2] st Century," can 
incorporate many activities that 
are engaged in on a daily basis: 
- How ha. the Internet affected 
lives? 
- How has it affected older 
generations'lives? 
- How has politic changed 
within the last century? 
- What would the environment be 
like without the new inventions 
and ideas brought forth in the 
21 st century? 
How have food options 
changed? 
There are plenty of challenge 
and advantaEes that have come 
forth during the 2] st century ~so 
don't wait to present opinions 
about them. Thi' is the time to 
have opinions heard. 
Submit Proposals by 
Thursdav, November 1, 2001 
www.coastal.edu!inquiry/200S/proposals.h 
Submitting proposal also type of room will be needed. I 
gives the planners infonnation the presentation lecture-style. a 
about what will be pre en ted. It poster pre entation, a tage for a 
is important to think about what musical or theafrical performance, 
or are tables and chair. needed for 
a panel pre. entation? What typ of 
equipment i needed: projectors. 
computers or a white board? 
Log onto the Web site at 
www.coa tal.edu/inquiry and 
click the DL cu ion Forum link. 
There i. a list of topic people are 
thinking about prop ing. They 
may be asking for feedback or 
sugge tions. 
Idea. can also be posted online 
to receive feedback and to help 
develop idea . TIli i a way to 
begin networking with other 
students and faculty about variou 
propo al . I 
Other creative idea, like 
artwork ideo clip or pie es 
of writing can a 0 e po ted on 
Eacebook. tudent could win 50 
or $25 for their entrie . 
Another monetary award 
possibility is the Bridge Award. 
After the onference submitted 
Celebration pre entations for 
publication to the Bridge joumal 
could win $1,000. 
To ubmit pre entations log 
on to \ 'ww.coa ta1.eduJinquiry 
and click the ubmi sion propo al 
link. The deadline for' ubrnitting 
propo 'al, ov. 1, i right around 
the comer. 
t10MeCOMlIiG 2007 , 
Oct 22 Paint The Campus Teal Homecoming Banner Competition 
M d for all organizations on ay 
Breaking the World Record 
1,000 people needed to do the 
Chicken Dance on the Prince lawn 
at 3 p.m. 
Oct 23 cCU's Amazing Race At 5 p.m. starting at the Student 
T d Center . ues ay 
Relay for life Kickoff 
At 7:30 p.m. in Wall 309 
Date Auction 
At 9 p.m. in Wall Auditorium 
Oct 24 CCU SchoQI Spirit Tie Dying On the Prince Lawn from 11 a.m. to 
Wednesday 2 p.m. 
Talent Show 
At 7 p.m. in Wheelwright 
Auditorium 
Oct 25 p. . in 
Th sda Yard Ar a 
Gree 
Com 0 
e a 
Crow' 
Court 
Bonfir 
o 
ext 0 th G.azebo in fron 0 
Woods 
9 
O ct 2 6 Comedy Showcase At 7 p.m. in Wheel righ u i orium 
Friday featuring Michael K. Blac son, Ja on 
Andors, and Rip ichael 
Oct 27 Annual Spiri Parade Begins at 1 p.m. CCU . VMI at 7 
Saturday p.m. at Brooks Stadium 
ww2.coastal.edulchanticleer Oct. 22 - Nov. 5, 2007 
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HAUNCEY SHOWDOWN Which is a better baseball team, the Red Sox or Yankees? 
It' a rivalry that's more 
often referred to a "The 
Greate t Rivalry in Sport ." 
The ay I ee thing , the 
fact that we ew Yorker 
still recognize your little 
Red Sox as our bitter rival 
i a joke. 
At the same time, I'm 
sure tho e same fans had no 
problem blaming their 86 
consecutive seasons without 
a championship ring on our 
Bambino (which I'd like to 
remind you a11 was one of 
the dumber moves in all of 
sp rt ). Sure, the citie of e\ 
York and 80 ton have 
had their differ nces that 
date back to the American 
Revolution, but one of the 
What makes me even 
Dan Schoonmaker happier is that you get 
Staff Writer excited when the Indians 
help you out by knocking 
main rea on rivalrie exi ,t 
in sport i for the competition, and if one 
of the teams ha won the champion 'hip 20 
time les than the other, it' hard to argue 
that there' ever been any competition 
here. 
Sure, you band wagon-circling Red 
Sox fans have only been alive to ee my 
beloved Yankee win a handful of their 
World Serie ring, but any true baseball 
fan know that the game's history i just as 
important as the games they play today. 
I bet you that only a couple of Red Sox 
fan (who are probably not even from the 
city of Bo ton), can tell me that their team 
won the inaugural World Series back in 
1903. 
HA~TY KE'SE~ 
I 
out my Bombers, and then 
you can't even beat them yourselves. 
Remember when you had a 16-game lead 
in the division and then you end up winning 
by only two? 
Sure, a win i' a win, but the point is, 
once again. we had you watching your 
back, praying the Yankees would not ruin 
your Oc.tober once again. 
As any New Yorker would tell you, this 
rivalry is more like the rivalry "between a 
hammer and a nail." 
I'll see you next season; hopefully 
Joba Chamberlain will actually drill Kevin 
Youkilis, and the Yankees can once again 
show the city of Boston who their daddy 
is. 
les . October, which 
for baseball fans, mean 
playoffs and 'the World 
Series. Nationwide, the 
Boston faithfuls remain ever 
hopeful. 
Earlier in the fall, the Red 
Sox were dubbed America's 
t be saved from a tag out at 
first ba e. It's ah ays a fair 
game. 
The ,. Red Sox don't 
have an all- tar ro ter; 
they have a nice balance 
between rookie like pitcher 
Daisuke Mat uzaka and 
home team, taking over the second baseman Du tin 
title long since belonging Pedroia and the 'eteran 
to the Yankees. The Sox Amanda Kelley like catcher/captain Jru on 
should be America's home Photo EditorlWriter Varitek, de ignated hitter 
team because there is no David Ortiz and left fielder 
better team, whether they Manny Ramirez. 
are winning or losing. The Sox has the best bullpen in the 
The "Bosox" have the greate t fan league lead by Josh Beckett with a career 
base in baseball. Many team 10 e, like the earned run average (ERA) of 3.74, and tar 
Orioles who haven't won a pennant since clo er Jonathan Papelbon who' career 
1985, but the Red Sox like to break your ERA is 1.62. 
heart when they lose. They fight until the Finally, the Red Sox look like they 
end and raise th~ hopes of all the fan and belong in the playoffs. They aren't afraid 
then at the most critical moment make an to grow out their hair or their beard, to 
error· that costs the game and the title. But sport a mohawk (like fir t or third ba eman 
the fans remain fans, and welcome the Eric Hinske) or to grow long braid like 
heartbreak. outfielder' Manram. It' a uperstitiou '. 
The Red Sox play high-quality, appearance much like the hockey players 
honest baseball. There is no question of who stop shaving once they reach the 
sportsmanlike conduct in each member of playoffs. 
the Sox team. Never will anyone ee a Red 0 team is better than the hone t 
Sox hitter slap a ball away from the pitcher . "idiots" from Fenway Park. 
26 of these should be et10ugh to _ake 
thetlt stop yappit1g ... 
)7 
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ASK THE EXPERT : Need some advice but don't know : where to turn? Look no further than The 
-----~::::::::::::::::::::::::=z:::;,;';;;:;:;::::::::=:;::::::::==:::z;:;;~' Chanticleer. Submit your questions or 
. I concerns (anonymously if you prefer) 
TOPIC I Perceptions : to chanticleer@coastal.edu. Advice and 
: support will be given from student advice 
: columnist William Chauncey. 
L ________________________________ _ 
Willi~m Chauncey 
Advice Columnist 
Questisn: "'hat should I do 
about what people see me to be? 
I know what I am and who I'm 
striving to be, but it seems that 
everyone else has this perception 
of who they think I am. How do 
I rise above it? 
What i the difference between 
an idea and a perception? It·s 
simple: A perception i. the belief 
people in society have on other 
people based on faulty logic. An 
idea j what we come up with for 
ourselves on what we want to be. 
The problem within our 
society is that the line between 
the denotation of the e two word 
i often blurred. \Ve often take 
idea and perception i the belief 
in categorizing ociety. \\That L a 
perc ption jf not a categorization 
of people? We often categorize 
p opJe 0 that we can belie e that 
we know who and \\ hat they are. 
Th rea on for doing thi j 
fear. We a a people fear wha~ \\ e 
don't under tand. 0, w ha\ e to 
categorize and percei e thing· 
ho :v we ee it a. making ~ en e ~o 
that we can belie .e that \ e truly 
under tand the per on or object in· 
question. I find a slew of faul in 
thi logic. 
Think about all the categori 
we ha e and \ hat they ha e done 
for u throughout hi. tory. Fir 1. 
we ha e race: black, \\ hite A ian 
middle Ea temers and 0 on. 
\Vhat have these categone 
done for u to thi point? WelL 
they'\e created ocial conflict 
leadmg to \\ ar and the death of 
million of people of all race~. 
Then, \ e have religiou 
categorie: Chri tians Je\\. 
Mu hm and 0 forth. What ha 
our idea and correlate it to the thi categ ry done for u ? Again, 
perception that people have of u. war: that lead to the death 
We need to hold on to our ideas. of mil1ion of people from all 
and not allow our. elve to be religion:. 
wayed into believing that ware We could go on fore er with 
an)1hing but what we want to be. the way we categorize people ~o 
To go along ;vith tlle thought of that we 'under'tand" fuem, but 
the outcome i alway the same: 
d ath! 1 ugge t e tart a n \\ 
idea. Inst ad of p rception and 
cat gorie , why don't \\ e jut 
people a p opl ? 
We hould denounce 
categone and 
for \ hat they truly are: Ih ing. 
breathing thinking p ople \\ ho 
bleed ju t like w all bI ed and 
breathe ju t like w all breatlle. 
The urrent cat gon and 
perception~ 11a e gotten old. 
They' e au ed nothmg but pain 
to our .ociety. It' time to final1) 
"kill that \\ hich ha kill d 0 man 
of u . Who b tter than u to tart 
thi pro e ? 
We are all th am. Our fle~h. 
blood and bone are all the arne. 
W may ha e dIfferent int re t in 
life; \\ e may ha e diffi rent ta te 
in mu ic. mO\ ie and food· :\ e 
may e en have differ nf rehgIOu 
belief: , but to each hi !her 0 11. 
Vie are all mad of the me part : 
e\ erything el e i ju t a fia h) 
addition to th ba ~tructure. 
The ~e fear are tri" tal. e 
mu tn't fear people. Ifwe start to 
10 e and appreciate people now. 
hopefully by th time w hav our 
own children the. \\ ill ee ho\\ 
much better th orId 1 :\lfuout 
categorie and perception . 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR This is what you have to ay 
I know thi may eem slightly 
out of the norm but I am \ 'riting 
thi in regard to another Te 'pon e 
that appeared in your la t i sue. 
In last i ue' Viewpoint 
. eetion. one of the rcspon e 
. eemed to take a highly critical 
po ition of two different m1icle. 
and an intere ting po Hion in 
regards to exuality and women' 
liberation. 
Per onally, I think the re pon e 
complete1 ignore the i~ ue 
being brought up in me artic1e . 
perhaps illu trating the article 
\ ere not comprehended for 
what they were. and in tead 
eern to teer off into orne ort 
of incoherent rambling ab ut 
promi cuity a liberation. 
The article them el e dealt 
\ ith omen \ ho were pr mi cu-
ou ~ r the ake of ac eptan e 
and the de. tructive con equence 
uch behavior ha . One article 
\\ a jnformative. \\ hi Ie the other 
\"a ad\ isory. either article 
\\ a peaking f women \ ho 
had embraced promi uit) ut 
of orne form elf-empowering 
.. e ual enlightenment .. 
Hm e er. for the ake of the 
rest of thi re pon • I \ 'ill be. I 
find it very intere. ting that the 
., exual1y enlightened" eern to 
connect a woman's identity \ ith 
her exual pr tice. 
The po iti n eem to be 
that if a woman embra th e 
"older than dirt id ologi . that 
~ ) It 1 ron o ~ roman 
to be promi uou. then he i 
d minated b. the patri rcha1 
culture. 
In tead. omen h uld "find 
their ne identit) f p rful 
e ual being . and enjo 
"flauntine her p er of bemg 
~o e ~al1y obj cnfied.· Tot 
only thi , but \\ e are t Id that if 
women di agree \ Ith thi. b hef, 
mey are "oppre ine women who 
)- See Letter paae 14 
LIKE 11 OR NO'T 
The editor p 
fashion trend 
Caroline P. Smi h 
Editor-in-Chie! 
VIEWPOINTS Oct. 22 - Nov. 5,2007 
BUSINESS ADVICE How to sell yourself to potential employers 
Grant Brown 
Business Writer 
Salesmanship i a tough skill to 
learn. Many peopl~ would rather 
go to the dentist ,han be forced to 
sell a product to an uninterested 
cu tomer. It's no surprise, then, 
Letters, page 11 
want to be sexual and want to be 
an individual in power of their 
own sexuality" whereby we are 
"telling our ancestral feminists 
their work is for nothing." 
I find this position to be so 
self-contradicting, "elf-defeating. 
self-destructive and depre. ing. 
It demonstrates a' L hallow 
understanding of the femini t 
movement as it has occurred 
throughout history. 
What is the power in being 
an object? Does the author of 
the response even know what 
objectification is'? Let me 
elucidate the ubject: When one 
is objectified, one's personal 
value i diminished in the eye 
of the per '0!l who is objectifying 
them. 
One's value is made subject 
to whatever the other person 
de "ire from them. In the ca e 
of exual objectification, one's 
value as a per on i made subject 
to a person'. de ire to u 'C them 
for exual gratification, which 
mean that though a per:on may 
recognize that one has some 
moral wOf!h, that moral worth is 
secondary to that person '. lust. 
Oh ye , isn't it just so sci f-
empowering to be exually 
objectified. I know nothing 
makes me feel better than 
knowing my emotions and my 
value as a human being are made 
secondary to someone's orgasm. 
I C3n see how all tho e 
women's liberation advocates 
that the common perception is that 
alesmanship is only important if 
someone plans to pursue a career 
in sales. 
In reality, however, people in all 
lines of work should at least learn 
to sell one thing - themselves. 
Why is this task so important? 
The answer is simple - impressive 
credentials are meaningless unless 
people know about them. 
Effective self-promotion goes 
beyond the common rules of 
having confidence, standing up 
straight and being outgoing. It is 
a continuous process of earning 
credentials, creating awareness 
of those credentials and acting on 
the promises that those credentials 
from the early 1900s went 
through al1 that difficulty so that 
women could be empowered by 
being treated like meat. 
In all honesty, how can 
someone not see how this 
position plays directly into 
misogynistic portrayals of 
women? Isn't it obvious that 
being seen as a mere object of 
lust is a form of domination aQd 
degradation? The glorification of 
this is a betrayal of everything 
the early feminist movement 
fought for! 
The early feminists wanted 
women to be recognized 
as people and not objects. 
By saying that woman are 
empowered by being reduced 
sexual objects is a slap in the 
face to these brave women. 
Of cour e, the" exually 
enlightened" could respond 
by saying it is a woman acting 
upon her choice to be an object 
that empowers her. But this 
is contradictory, inc~ being 
objectified automatically 
degrades the person, regardle s 
of whether or not a person 
chooses to be objectified. 
Being objectified and 
objectifying others has the exact 
same result; it makes someone 
less than a perL on in the mind of 
the one objectifying them. 
The "sexually enlightened" 
could then respond by saying 
the woman is in a position of 
power over the man because by 
bring. Although this process 
is easier said than done, a few 
pointers will surely help. 
First, get your story together. 
Develop a statement that describes 
who you are, outlines your 
credentials and tell what you 
want to do. Jeff Taylor founder of 
www.monster.com. an employer 
recruitment Web site, calls this a 
"personal brand statement." 
Make your statement unique 
and exciting. Emphasize your past 
successes and make no mention of 
failure. Memorizing this statement 
will help you in initiating contact 
with strangers. 
Second, figure out how much 
you're worth. Rather than thinking 
employing herself as a sexual 
object, she bends the man to 
her will and makes it ea ier to 
manipulate him. 
Ironically. now the woman 
is not only objectified but she 
i also objectifying the man, 
which in case one is ethically 
challenged and hasn't followed 
what I have been saying so far, 
immoral. And then, the "sexually 
enlightened" can respond that, 
since men are doing it, women 
should feel free to do it too. 
The problem this position 
entails is that in saying it, one is 
advocating that men should be 
doing it. The fact that many men 
are promiscuous and u e women 
for sex does not make it right. 
Here's an example along the 
same reasoning: Men by and 
large have oppressed women 
and reduced them to mere sexual 
object throughout history, but 
doe. that make it OK for women 
to do the same to men? 
In all thi que t for power, ha 
anyone. topped and asked about 
morality? Here, let me spell it 
out for those who don't get it. 
People who use other for sexual 
gratification objectify them. 
People who allow other to use 
them as such are objectifying 
themselves. 
. Objectifying other is immoral 
and unhealthy. Allowing your. elf 
to be objectified is unhealthy and 
immoral. This applies for both 
men and women. Morality is 
in strictly economic term , focu 
on the things you want out oflife. 
Set the bar higb, but be realistic. 
I f you demand more out of life, 
people will notice and selling 
yourself will be much easier. 
In hL best-selling book "How to 
Sell Yourself;' Joe Girard explains 
that the key to selling yourself to 
others is being completely sold on 
your elf. 
Third, attract attention. Get 
others to talk about you by 
di tinguishing yourself from the 
crowd. Give hints about your 
success during casual conversa-
tion. Tell a well-known go sip 
about your new plans. Be seen 
with other successful people. 
gender neutral. 
The next time someone starts 
telling you that you should 
"embrace your sexuality:' you 
might want to a k them what 
they mean. 
If they mean that you should 
throw morality to the wind, 
stop treating people as having 
individual value and start treating 
others as objects of lust over 
seeing them a individuals with 
their own need and worth. then 
you might want to ask your elf 
just what kind of exuality you 
should embrace. 
You might b~ surpri. ed, 
because it could ju. t well be 
one of those "older than dirt 
ideologies" that say it's wrong to 
treat people as merely means to 
an orgasm. 
--Benjamin Rice 
I am a parent of a Coastal 
freshman. I am also a teacher 
at a rather con ervative private 
school in South Carolina. I must 
say that I was horrified when 
I heard that The Big Read had 
been canceled. 
I found out when I a ked my 
daughter how the FYE class was 
going. I specifically asked about 
"Goat." She replied that the book 
had been canceled and that they 
were not even allowed to di cu s 
it in class. 
I was only able to read the 
In his book, "The 48 Law of 
Power," Robert Greene write 
"Burning more brightly than tho e 
around you is a skill that no one 
i. born with. You have to learn to 
attract attention. 'Employing the~e 
trick will help build an image of 
ucces that will come in handy 
along the way. . 
A. alluring as the e three 
steps sound, they only provide 
opportunitie~ for :ucce s. As in all 
aspect" of life action are indeed 
louder than words. 
Thus, the e three step are only 
half the battle - you must also act 
on your succe. sful image. So start 
selling yourself today, so that you 
can act on it tomorrow. 
fir t couple of chapters prior 
to "giving the book up" to my 
daughter. I wa" 0 impressed that 
the "power that be" at Coa "tal 
were willing to take a risk and 
have the freshman cia read a 
contemporary. edgy, real-life 
work. 
I, a. a tuition-paying pare~t, 
would like to know what 
happened. Is Coa tal a school 
that is not willing to stand by 
the - what appear to be - well-
thought out deci. ions of the Big 
Read Committee? Are parent 
runnipg the curriculum there? 
This'is something that I would 
expect from a small-minded, 
conservative, private school not 
an institution like Coa tal. 
--Tina ~Vebb-Browl1ing 
Have something 
to say? Tell us! 
E-mailleUers 
to the editor to 
chanticleer@ 
coastal.edu 
or submit 
them online at 
ww2.coastal. 
edul chanticleer 
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FEATURES 
Full week of events 
planne for trad-f on 
Homecoming 2007 includes 
bonfire, comedians and parade 
\vw2. coastal. eduJ chan ri c leer 
All proceeds will go towards 
Relay for Life in Spring 2008. 
There will be a catered dinner 
provided for the date following 
the auction in the Commons 
Private Dining room at 10 p.m. 
Wedne day, Oct. 24 is full of 
excitement. Students can meet 
on Prince Lawn from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. to tye dye T-shirts and how 
their ecu school spirit There 
will be a talent ho that night 
in the Wheelwright Auditorium 
at 7 p.m. All team that enter are 
eligible to win ca h prize : $100 
for third place $2 -0 for second 
'place and 500 for fir t place. 
Perfonnance houldn't urpa 
10 minutes vulgar language i 
frowned upon and perfonner 
will be as ed to provide their 
own instrumen or background 
music. 
Thur day Oct. 25 will also be 
a busy day. From 3 to 6:30 p.m. 
Becca Filler 
Staff ~fr,·iter 
tudents can come out to \Vall 
Side Yard Area for ChantFE T. 
There will be a multitude of 
exciting game and' fe tive 
events with 10 of prize . After 
Chicken Dance at 3 p.m. on the ChantFEST students can go to 
Prince Lawn. ceu is trying to the Greek Yard Show at 6:30 
'There' NoPlaceLikeHome." 
For many tudents, Coa tal 
Carolina Uni ersity ha~ become 
their home. and what better why 
to represent their school pride than 
to run for homecoming. 
For the studenL of ceu 
who are not participating on the 
homecoming court, there are a 
number of event that will take 
place leading up to the Chanticleer 
football game again t Virginia 
Military Institute (VMI) on 
Saturday, Oct. 27. 
CCU kicked off the 
homecoming fe tivitie with the 
third annual Powder Puff football 
tournament on Oct. 21. The e 'ent 
was pon.oredbytheHomecoming 
Committee and the Department of 
Campus Recreation. Each team 
paid a $25 entry fee' the money 
raised at thi e ent ~ as donated to 
the Children s Miracle Network. 
On Monday. Oct. 22 students 
are asked to participate in the 
break a '\ orId record and 1 000 
people are needed to do so. There 
will 31 0 be 3 homecoming banner 
competition. Banner that are 
made may be displayed on the 
ceu campus a long as they have 
been appro ed by the Office of 
StudentActivitie~ and Lead r hip. 
The mo t original and most 
spirited banners will receive $150 
each and the grand prize banner 
will recei e $300. 
The Amazing Race \ III take 
place at 5 p.m. on Tue day Oct. 
23. Prizes will be given out to 
I ,to 2nd and 3rd place group . 
Al 0 join Students Taking Acti e 
Re 'pon ibility (STAR) and the 
American Cancer Society in 
kicking off CCU econd annual 
Relay for Life in \Vall 309 at 7:30 
p.m. Meet different ommittee 
heads, create a team aad get 
involved while enjoying some free 
food. Immediately following the 
Relay for Life kick-off tudents 
can go to the Wall Auditorium for 
the Homecoming Date Auction. 
p.m. There is no better way to 
finish the night than with a pep 
rally, bonfire and crO'wning th 
homecoming court. The e events 
tart at p.m. next to the gazebo 
in front of the Wood . 
On Friday Oct. 26 at 7 p.m. 
tudent can laugh the night away 
\\rith comedian Rip Michael . 
Ja on Andors and Mi hael K. 
Blackson in the Wheelwright 
and $10 for the public. 
Before the game on Saturday. 
-Oct. 27 student can enjo 
ceu' 2nd annual Spirit Parade 
at 1 p.m. Make sure to \ ear teal 
and show chool pride all \\ eek. 
EDITOR'S NOTE 
Plea e ee page 11 for 3 
calendar of hom comm,g 
eek e ent . 
a 
I 
Raytevia Evans 
Features Editor 
'"You ant to b a joumali try 
tart tomorro\\.· reph d 10 hua 
Ho eta Joumali m tu nt 
a king ab ut ho to tart a car r 
in ne mung. 
Ho e a ports reporter fi r Th 
Sun ? e\\ . has been writi g fj r a 
long tIm. 
'']t' ne\er too early t tart. 
There ar I of d ors out there. 
Just d n t tak no it r an an r 
Hoke i nginaUy- fr m 
Stat ville. .C .. and h tarted 
hI car er a journall t at 
early age. He graduated from e t 
IT dell High Schoo and \\ hIle 
attending high chool he b am 
intere ted in \\T1 ing. H aid h 
Imply alked up to th front d 
of hi hometo ' ne spap rand 
asked fi r \\ or '. 
I actuall) got tn\ 1 ed in Th 
un ~ ew becau e I ju t a ed. 
It' the aIne thing I dId \\ he I 
was m high hool.' 
H ke be am 
impre ed 
en Ironment and 
program. Ho'e knew e L 
the hool for him. 
'"After hearino Coach [DaVId 
Bennett for about 1 
. I 
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FEATURES 
Colin Buxton 
For The Chanticleer 
I am thrilled to bring everyone 
here at Coastal Carolina Univer ity 
the lastest news on cars that are 
rolling off the as embly 
2009 CHEVROLET 
CAMARO 
line in the near future. 
Only the best will 
make it into each 
issue, and even then 
they are ubject to 
criticism. Most of the 
cars I choo e to put 
here are within the 
average college kid ' 
price tags the $15 to high 
$20 thousand. In short, 
you can start saving up·now or 
you can just enjoy the pictures. 
2009 Chevrolet Camaro ju t yet; this model is still in the 
I am always excited to see works and won't be hitting 
American motor companies taking the streets until around 2009. 
the center. tage of the automotive If look were anything, you'd be 
scene. In spite of my intense love smart to start pre-ordering now. 
for foreign touring cars, it's equally From the current events of 
matched by American muscle. American automotive companie, . 
The new look of this car i~ it is clear that we are entering a 
gruesome and 1 expect it to be a new horsepower war a done in 
hit. Don't. tart holding your breath the 60s and 70s. We have the new 
Hoke, page 15 
"There's nothing like being in 
front of 20,000 people and having 
to kick a field goal." said . Hoke, 
strolling down memory lane. 
The former college football 
player also has much to say about 
the ever-changing journalism 
indu try. He said the opportunities 
in the career are always there but 
there are things that are being 
changed. 
"This market has changed 
completely. Get used to technology 
changes because that's ultimately 
where the market is going." 
Hoke enjoys sports writing 
because it is his first love. When he 
first started for The Sun News, he 
was an independent contfactor. He 
completed different assignments 
for them until he was offered a 
part-time position. 
"[At first] I was a stringer for 
them. I then moved into part-time 
as they got more comfortable with 
me:' he explained. 
Hoke has much advice for 
aspiringjournalists. He encourages 
them to start their career a soon 
as po sible with no hesitation. He 
also encourage them to get to 
know other people in the field in 
other areas. 
"In this industry, it's all about 
networking. It helps if you want to 
go somewhere else," said Hoke. 
Hoke enjoyed his days at 
CCU and said great thing about 
the communication department at 
CCU. 
He was a communication major 
while he was a student and being 
back in the Edwards Humanities 
and Fine Arts building brought 
back memories. . 
"1 think the best thing they 
do in this building is send people 
out into the world. 1 think the 
internship program i great here." 
Hoke still says that it's the 
hands on experience that improves 
a journalist's skills. He believes 
that making mistakes and learning 
from them is the way to grow in 
the world of journalism. 
"Classes are great but it comes 
Mustang, 
the new Challenger and 
now the Camaro - all totally 
redesigned. Hopefully' thi time 
around. the kicker will be po ver 
- plus good consumption. We can 
ea, ily pump out 500 horsepower 
or more in1his day and age, but the 
down to getting out there ... A lot 
of it is just trial and error," he 
explained. 
Hoke ha other plan to mo e 
on after The Sun News, possibly 
after another year. 
According to Bollinger, Hoke 
has the potential to be the next 
Ernie Pyle, who was a World War 
II American journalist. Pyle was 
known for the way he described 
the war and Bollinger thinks Hoke 
has thi' talent, as well. 
"Josh has that potential to be 
an Ernie Pyle. Here's the rea on 
why he [Pyle] is still remembered. 
The words he used made you feel 
like he was digging in his soul." 
Hoke writes about high school 
sports in the Conway and Myrtle 
Beach areas and he has plans for 
his future after The Sun News. 
His next career may even find 
him in a courtroom. 
"Friday nights are special, but 
there's nothing like sitting in a 
courtroom with a judge and two 
good attorneys going at it." 
Oct. 22 - Nov. 5, 2007 
ming later) 
Probably not that great. .. Iooks awesome 
though! 
real te t will be to create a super-
modern stallion that has power 
plus consumer ' wallets in mind. 
2008 Dodge Challenger 
l' d just like to say outright that 
Dodge has been a di. appointment 
as oflate. Let's look at the Dodge 
Charger. The first question 
that comes to mind is, "What 
happened?" Is it a de. cendant of 
General Lee? It look like a jacked 
up Buick. A v~ry fa·t jacked up 
Buick, but you have to admit that it 
wa a terrible face lift for an iconic 
model of American muscle. 
Having said that, I'd also like 
to point out that Dodge made up 
for the Charger admirably with the 
Challenger. 
Although somewhat softer 
than it dL tant relati e, you 
cannot thrO\ aerodynamics 
completely out the window when 
you are designing an automobile 
for the year 2008 - but they nearly 
did. The de igners were aiming 
for the original style of the 70s 
Challenger, but thi. ta k \ as met 
with orne dif lty. 
They \ ere ha ing problem. 
impressing proper aerodynamic. 
on a model that ha a large amount 
of front and rear overhang. The 
production model coming out next 
year is exactly like the concept 
pictured here. 
The concept' dimension 
differ from the original in drat it i 
approximately ix inche longer, 
t\ 0 inche. wider and five inche 
taller than the 1970 Challenger. 
Personally, I love the new look. 
A.s for the engine - 340 hor es 
and 340 pound per foot of torque? 
My Jeep can't even match that 
kind of torque. Thi car has the 
looks and the mu 'de to match. 
2008.DODGE 
CHALLENGER 
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Have common courtesy and manners go 
Maegan Sweat 
Staff ijlriter 
Chivalry - (noun) The common 
gesture of courte y; being polite. 
In medieval times. chivalry a 
u ed to de~cribe the kind a of 
knight. ow that ... e 're in the 
_1st century, doe it tIll exISt. 
Generall.. people r i ed in 
the outh are t( ught that it \ 
the proper \ y to be. lwa* s u 
"rna 'am" and •. ir.· hold open 
the door f r other' and be polite 
to e eryone you ee. Common 
al: of courtes • re often u~e'd to 
e ut 
ho\ ,elf-;espect and re pect for 
others . 
Photo b An and 
Practices like holding a door open for someone else are aspects of common courtesy. 
Many ie thi appalling ju t don't ha e th time an. more, 
beha ior, but the behavior of Son e pe Ie go out of their 
variou l:ultures ought to be taken \ a 0 hold the door for that 
into account. What mIght eem person a few tep hind them. 
polite to one per on mIght be 0 er It an ac eptabl friendl) ge tur 
the top to om one el . and it" al ay ill e to h It 
Perhap, topping to help remmed. 
omeone gather their belonging ·Whitne. Freaney. a junior 
i. con idered an in a ion of one' ciol g major. recalled certain ment began, atm~ 
. As young people grm older 
and are e po ed to diver ity and 
people from all \ alk of life, the 
learn that not everyone behaves in 
thi wa. It i not uncommon to 
see ... oman 10 ed dm n with 
luggage nd ha ing her belongings 
'pill out every\ here. ~d grown 
men ... ill 'tep right 0 er her. with 
no intent to stop and 3. k if she 
could use assistance. own pace. Maybe orne people e ents at a recent ourt date. that if anyone ;va dre d 
ca 
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I Bring in this ad and I 
I Campus Pointe will give you I 
1/2 OFF YOUR 
I SECURITY DEPOSITI* I *with appoved credit 
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Kimberly Daniel 
Staff ~Vriter 
Kanye West brings a new realm 
of creativity, uniquenes and 
sound to hip hop with his third 
album "Graduation." 
~Graduation" wa relea ed 
on Sept. 11, competing with 50 
Cent's album '·Curti. ," which 
wa ' released the same day. West's 
album exceeded 50 Cent' . ales 
within the first week. 
The new album excludes skits 
found on We 1's previous work 
and blends a mixture of sounds 
together. His juxtaposition of jazz, 
synthesized resonance, modulated 
electronic noises and eries of 
sounds from stringed instruments 
create a different ambiance for hip 
hop music. 
"Graduation" is a continuation 
to his previou album "College 
Dropout" (2004) and "Late 
Registration" (2005). This album 
features artists T-Pain, Lil Wayne, 
Mos Def, Dwele and Coldplay's 
Chris Martin, 
West began promoting his 
album with his singles "Can't 
Tell Me Nothing" and "Stronger," 
both captivating in their 'ound 
and message. 
One of the most effective 
songs of the album is track 10, 
"Everything I Am," in which West 
said despite what others believe, 
"Everything I'm not, made me 
everything I am." 
Track 13. "Big Brother," 
reflects West' appreciation of 
his mentor, Jay-Z. Under Jay-Z's 
direction, West shows continuou 
growth as a writer and trive. to 
rejuvenate the hip hop indu try. 
As the album continues, We t 
expresses truth. experience he 
had in overcoming the negativity 
of others, admiration of distinct 
figures in his life and creates 
songs enjoyable for any mood. 
F or more information on West, 
visit www.kanyewest.com. 
. 
1."Go·od Morning" 
2."Champion 
3."Stronger" 
4."1 Wonder" 
5."Good Life" 
6."Cari't Tell Me 
Nothing" 
7 ." Barry Bonds" 
8."Drunk n Hot Girls" 
9."Flashing Lights" 
10."Everything I Am" 
11. "The Glory" 
12."Homecoming" 
13."Big Brother" 
ra it 
Ly 
What is your favorite 
Halloween os urne? 
....... l.:-.~n p 
Sophomore, computer science 
major: 
"In third grade my mother made 
me a Power Ranger co tume. It 
\vas the cool thing at the time.' 
Junior, 
psychology 
major: 
"A few year' 
.ago I went to a 
Hallo veen party 
as a maid and won a contest 
for the be t costume." 
Freshmen, marine science 
majors: 
"We are going as the Ninja 
Turtles this year. It is clas ic 
awesomeness. " 
Freshman, 
physical 
education major: 
Freshman, 
physical 
education 
major: 
"When I wa 
four, my mother 
. dre sed me up a a squirell~ 
that' \vhen I looked my be t." 
"A hobo. I get to be a total lob 
for a month. then wear dirty 
clothes and g"et candy. Difficulty 
level is zero." 
( 
alloween costumes 
st dents ca a for 
Ashley Stevens 
. Staff 'If/riler 
Hallowe n: the only time of year 
p ople of aJl age ~ can dre up and get 
away with it. A thi fe ti e fall hoi ida 
approa he oa tal arolina Uni er ity 
tudent mu track th ir brain and 
raid co tume hop to come up ~ ith a 
costum that will tand out. 
For the few ho ha e orne e tra 
money to pend, th co tume hunt i 
ea y. Drive d wn U .. 501 and pi ut 
a co tume fr m ImaginatJ n or pirit 
Hallm een. tudent on a tight budget 
mu t u e their imaginati n to c me up 
with an awe orne co tum at a cheap 
price. 
The earch for in pirati n for 
making the be t cheap co tume i not 
a imple one. Here i a Ii t of cheap, 
yet creative co tume that can fit any 
college tudent s budget. 
and 
~ practi e y ur 
Quail ian - E ery n rememb r 
90 i kel den ho~ "Doug' and hi 
uperhero al r ego Quail Man. Wear a 
pair of khaki hort ~ ith tighty-~ hiti 
on top. Put on a white T- hirt and a 
gre n weat ret. op it off ~ith a 
brown belt worn a a head band and a 
white heet or pillow ca e tied around 
the neck as a cap . 
iPod ommercial - Thi co tum 
requi a lot of nergy b a ) ou 
mu t b dancing all night. ear all 
bla k from h ad t t e. paint all o~ y ur 
kin ho ing black carry ar und an 
iPod and mo t imp rtantJ rna e ur 
you dan e. 
"Dick in a Bo • Guy - E\ ryon 
know thi digital hort from aturda 
ight Li e and ho mu h it mad u 
laugh, 0 b ure t g t a go d laugh. 
ear your be t uit \\ ith a dark gr n r 
maroon T- hirt underneath and b ure 
to k ep your blazer unbuttoned. Find 
a bo and cut two ~ lit in the ba k and 
wrap it in ehri tm pap f. lid a h It 
through the lit in the b and atta h it 
around your wai 1. 
eg Duvall 
A i tant Editor 
Open: 0 L 27 fr m 7 t 9 p.m. and 1. 1 
fr m 6 t 10 p.m. 
Pric : Fre , but d n ti n t a e-A- i h 
undati n are gre tl) appre iat d. 
F r mOIi int rmati nand directi n ch 
FEATURES Oct. 22 - Nov.5 2007 
TERTAIN YOURSELF MllSic, movies, books, ga nes and cartoons 
ixing it up: Volume 4 of a mix CD for your listening pleasure 
Chuck Plunkett 
Entertainment Writer 
11. "'Ode to Seritonin" -
1 ightmare of You 
12. "Freakish" - Saves the Day 
song that got me interested in the 
band from my first listen. 
L. "The Future Freaks Me Out" 13. "A. T.H.F.' (Aqua Teen 
Hunger Force) - Dangerdoom 
14. "Good Morning" - Kanye 
We t 
Track 2: If you're looking for 
a song when you feel like 2:iving 
up, and need a little encourage-
ment this next song L for you. 
If a loud, in-your-face British 
rock song that can hold it own at 
a party. 
lotion City oundtrack 
~ 'Ghin" Up" - The Darkness 
t i opter" - Bloc Party 
t "Tr) ing To Find a Balance' 
'. tmo ph re 
;. "Gotta Get Myself Into If' 
The Rapture 
. "Fearle s'" - The Bravery 
'. "'De r Sergio" - Catch 22 
t "Trials and ribulations" 
. Lupe Fiasco 
. "Hip Hop" - Dead Prez 
10. "To Bob Ross ·With Love" 
• Gym CIa s Heroes 
TQ.P Five 
1. Playing for Pizza -
John Grisham 
2. The Choice - Nicholas 
Sparks 
3. World Without End 
- Ken Follett 
I 4. Dark of the Moon 
- John Sandford 
I 5. A Thousand Splendid 
Suns - Khaled Hosseini 
1. "Why Did I Get 
Married?" - $21,500,000 
2. "'The Game Plan" -
$11,506,000 
3." ichael Clayton" -
$11,010,000 
4." e Own the Night" 
- $11,000,000 
5. "The Heartbreak Kid" 
- $7,425,000 
1. Soulja Boy Tell'em 
- "Crank That (Soulja 
Boy)" 
2 nye West 
- "Stronger" 
3. Britney Spears -
"Gimme More" 
4. Timbaland feat. 
OneRepublic 
- "Apologize" 
5. Timbaland feat. Keri 
Hilson - "The Way I Are" 
op books according to Barnes 
15. '"Rescued" - Jack"s 
Mannequin 
For tho e of you Ii tening, you 
may notice that thi i 'ue' mix 
come at you \ ith a little more 
en rgy for the fir t II songs or so 
than \ hat you may nonnally be 
u ed to . 
I promi e that y the end of the 
alb.um you \ ill feel relaxed and 
good about life, completing the 
roller coa tcr effect I was looking 
for. 
Track 1: Starting offthc album, 
m the energy come'i right after you 
o from Motion City Soundtrack 
o off of one of their not- o-recent 
album' "1 Am the Mo ie. 'It" the ~ 
en 
~ 
o 
< 
en 
(J) 
o 
z 
(i) 
en 
Track 3: "Helicopter" i: a ong 
done by a British rock group. Bloc 
Party. It" a high energy ong that 
never get too loud. but doeLn't 
aHo v you to it dO\ n either. The 
fast pace guitar riff takes you for 
a ride on top of the fa ... t paced 
rhythm section. 
Track 4: The next ~ong is a 
high energy hip hop ong by the 
group Atmo phere. If a strong 
hype beat with the underground 
emcee and lyrici t feel. It's a song 
ur to be liked by hip hop fans. 
Tracks 5 and 6: The next two 
song. are imilar in type, tanding 
as two techno-rock, dance ong' 
Last 
Ditch 
Effort 
AJ.i, m~ I~ ~ 4R~TI ru 
FWALLY tH! f!Jr4C1( fIIOIWAJe IAIIW 
ACTUAL Il~ L.4&, ~nAD 
~ U4\fWdf TO COAJl>UCT 
f.XPeR1Me:vr~ OUT ~ MY ROOM, 
\ 
md oble's Weekly Hardcover 
:iction list. Top five movies according 
o the total weekend gross from Oct. 
By John 
Kroes 
; to 7. Top five songs according to the 
3i1l oard Hot 1{)O. -
'ure to get you dancing along. 
Track 7: One of my favor-
ite ka song' follow' and will be 
ure to make you want to destroy 
everything in your path, and end 
your body into convu] ion . 
Track 8: Kicking and pu hing 
him elf into the next lot i Lupe 
Fia co \ ith my fa orite ong off 
of hi album, "Food and Liquor." 
The beat i, fIT i tible and packed 
with energy . 
Track 9: nother beat that 
is sure to get 'ou moving and 
shoving, is one known by many 
and banned in ju t a many place 
for the rucku that en ue . If you 
don't know about "Hip Hop:' 
finding out about it i a mu t. 
Track 10: "To Bob Ro With 
Love" to me defines Gym Clas 
Heroe ... It" one of the _ ong' that 
made me love them. and off of the 
album that reaJly embodie' them. 
The song i about Tra i ' strug-
gle between being an emcee or a 
ACROSS 
1. Yellow, white and orange 
5. Famous candy bar 
6. A needed adult during 
festivities 
8. Comes back to kill every 
Halloween 
9. Halloween month 
10. Object that disguises 
identity 
11. Knock on d()or If this is on 
12. Teen and adult Halloween 
event 
13. Common Halloween 
activity 
DOWN 
1. Ghosts, witches, monsters, 
etc. 
2. Suck human blood 
3. Human fluids 
4. Acknowledge holiday 
7. Carved pumpkin 
IJC1TTO~ 
PROPeR unun~. IJO 
MCQEU4~TO 
D~ ~ CUUfICAL 
ttI4~lNrue 
f!Jr4CI(YARO UIJOf!Jl rue 
C~ ~ D.4IlI(IJe~. 
\ 
painter, and hi' link bet\ een the 
two medium ,hence the Bob Ro :) 
reference. 
Track II: ightmare ofYi i 
a band that make fun mu ic, ith 
inappropriate lyric laced t rough-
out the ong and found in the mo t 
unu 'ua1 place . . 
Track 2: The next tr k 
"Freaki h' i: b) a very uc 'e ful 
underground rock group Save the 
Day. They ha e a g od follo mg. 
It' a calmer ong as earl 
on the down lope of the CD. 
Track 13: "Dangerdoom" i 
an emcee and produ er combina-
tion that i unlike any other. The 
producer i' Danger M u e; you 
may have heard of him from Gnarl 
Barkley nd the emcee i MF 
Doom. To really appr ciate Doom. 
you ha e to Ii ten to hi voice a 
another in.'trument, and notice the 
sound. that he put together. 
Thi ong feature' a free tyle 
by Meatwad and a phone call from 
Master Sha e of Aqua Teen Hunger 
Force, fitting into the entire theme 
of the album ''The Mou e and The 
Mask. ' 
Track 14: I put "Good 
Morning" on here becau e Kanye 
West, yet again. ha relea ed 
"Graduation,' another great album, 
and "Good Morning" is one of my 
favorite . It' a more relaxed n_ 
with a trong beat, which i onI .. to 
be expect d from the artl t nm: n 
a ·Mr. We t." 
Trac 15: Jack' Mannequm 
aloha a trong folIo ing n 
f n ba, comiI)g from ndr 
McMahon' ther band om thing 
Corporate. Jack' Mannequil i 
ide proje t Ith a more matur 
ound. The ong n the album 
really 'pea olume abQut life 
and \ hat he ha been through. 
exACTLY. ALL 
A TlIWta ~ 
~PASr. 
I 

4. student shares 
liews of art gallery 
Rachel Kersse 
Staff JVriter 
The deep maroon tone' of the wall 
md the golden light coming from five 
imil r di play ca "CS cngulf "pectators 
\'ith an immen c feeling of tranquility 
md wonder a thcy tep into the Randall 
3ryan Art Gallery. 
The gallery hosted the "My ·tical 
mages of Tibet" a sculpture and 
)hotography exhibit depicting the 
'ulture and religious tendencies of the 
flbetan people from Sept. 6 to Oct. 19. 
The "My -tical Image - of Tibet" 
akes viewer on a journey through the 
)ractices of Tibetan Buddhism, a unique 
:hapter of Buddhism practiced in other 
lre1l: of A ia. 
Tibetan Buddhism practices the 
eaching of an enlightened being, 
'Bodhisattva" '\ rho vow to bring 
3uddhi t enlightenment to all beings. 
The exhibit begins \ ith five glass 
:ase , each casc providing a variety 
)f cast bronze statue' representing the 
ribetan Buddhism faith. The delicately 
;reated bronze statues pre ent different 
;tories. 
Buddhi t deities, eated on lotus 
010 oms, how the importance of 
Iadition to the Tibetan people while 
images of single monks indicate victory 
er \!vil. " 
Other images. such a a woman 
with bulging eye and human parts 
'epre "ent the comparison of a female 
o a goddess, an important aspect of the 
3uddhist tradition. 
Surrounding the ca es of bronze are 
,hotographs of modern-day Tibet. The 
)hotos of Tibet capture the beauty of 
hi area; vibrant blue kies and clear 
andscaping contra t perfectly with th~ 
eds yellow and greens of meaningful 
elebration. 
In-house image of Tibctan women 
lOW the traditional duties they are 
espon ible for, including domestic jobs 
uch as cooking, bre\\'ing traditional tea 
nd cleaning. 
Other photographs show the journey 
nd completion of a pilgrimage, a acred 
uty of the Tibetan people, during 
'hich they travel to Kalash and circle 
le mountain. 
dmission to the gallery is free, and 
he allery hours are Monday to Friday 9 
l.m. to 5 p.m. The next exhibit is "Frank 
>oor: Shadows and Signs" and will run 
om Oct. 25 through Nov. 29. 
FEATURES Oct. 22 - Nov. 5,2007 
ADVISEMENT AND ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
for the 2008 Spring Semester 
SELECT YOUR PREFERRED SECTIO S 
through October 28, 2007 
The Spring 2008 Master Schedule of ctas es ' made available online 00 October 1 t at 
bttjJ:llU'ebadri or.coastal.edu (Select 'Studellls··/hen 'SearcbjiJr ~ectiolls'). 
• Review degree program requir ments u ing the Voher it) Catalog or" )rogrdDl E aluation" 
online at bttjJ:/ltJ/ebadl'isor.cooslal,edu (Select · tildents" tben 'Program Jil'aluotion,) 
• Search and add chosen Coli e Sections to your Pre erred Section list. For additional 
infonnation yisit http://rw.coasta1.edulregistrar/web~dforstu.html) 
ADVISEMENT AND ADVANCE REGISTRATION 
October 29 - November 9,2007 
• See your ad,iser to schedule an ad,isement se siOll. 
• . dju ,t Pi'eferred Sections bas d on your dyi er' recommendation . 
+ Register during your appointed time. 
October 29 & 30: 
(Monday & Thesday) 
October 31 & ovenlber 1: 
( edne day & Thursday) 
Yovember 5 & 6: 
(Monday'& Tuesday) 
o\'ember 7 - 9: 
(Wednesday - Friday) 
Seniors and Graduate Students (90 cr dit hour or mor ) 
(Beginning at 2:01 a.Ill. on October 29) 
Juniors (60 to 9 credit hour) 
(Beginning al12:QI a.m. on October 31) 
opbomores (30 to 59 credit hour ) 
(Beginning at 11:01 a.m. on, 'member 5) 
Freshmen (up to 29 credit h6ur ) 
(Beginning at 12:01 a.m. on. '0\ mb r""') 
NotE: 11Je Uniwrsi{rs normal bu~il1ess bOllrs are M01lda), -Frida)" 8;30 a.m until 5:00 p.m. Student. 
at tlJeir cOlwelliollce, ma,Y choose to taA'e at/tlantage of the automated registration ~'slem (WebAdt'i '01-) at 
hours other than Jlonday -Frida)' 8;30 a.m. -5:00p.m. Howerer. tnil'ersitJ' slljJjJort/staff a si~tance trill 
be avaiklble only during normal business bours. 
NOTE • ~tudents must have their Jogin ID and PI . in order to regi tel' via "W'ebAdvi or. If :ou do not have )our 
user II) and PI. isit u'ww.coaslal.eduisearclJlpin or \i it the Offic of the Regi rar (.. GL 10 ) 
lvith proper photo identificmion. 
• Transfer students \\ho. e fIrst term of enrollment was 200- fall emc cr houId check \ ith the chair 
of their department after October 8th for registration eligibility. 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
Two adorable kittens for sale! 
These brothers are 5 months old, house trained and have all their shots for the next year. Will provide litter 
box, toys and bed. They are very lovable and love to play. $150 or best offer. 
For more information please contact: mcduvall@coastal.edu or (410) 370-0464. 
Oct. 22 - ov. 5, 2007 FEA URES 
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT Laura Riehl steals the cam 
Jessica Green 
Staff fVriter 
With a growing population, it ea y for 
tudents to get 10 t among the rna e. 
Some L'tudent, however, put the 
potlfght on them ~elve by being active 
on campu and making the b t of their 
college experience. Laura Riehl i one of 
tho e active tudent . 
Originally from Lexington, Ky., Riehl 
attended Paul Laurence Dunbar High 
School. She wa primarily in the band 
both marching and ymphonic. 
~'Marine science" Riehl said, "with 
the option for in-statt: tuition from 
the Academic Common Market" is 
The Scoop 
FaVOr" e color: Purp e 
Favon e an'mal: Sha 
Job: SeNe a RI erCr 
Ca e on 21stA e 
what brought her to oa tal Carolina Left to right: Katie Spellman of Alpha Delta Pi, Danni DiPerna of Alpha Delta Pi, 
University. Christina Burt of Alpha Delta Pi, Rachel Rudnicki of Sigma Sigma Sigma and Laura 
Hometo n: Lexington The Academic Common Market i Riehl of Sigma Sigma Sigma. 
a tuitio.n- 'aving program for college 
students in 16 southern tate who wi h to 
pur ue degrees in a field that i not offered Riehl stated that CCU f 'a great chool 
at any of their in-. tate in titution . with great people' but al 0 aid that the 
She majored in marine cience and ha school is "just expanding a bit too fa t Ii r 
a minor in biology. Her pas ion of sharks it limits as they tand right now. ' 
i what led her to want to educate people Riehl i al 0 the pre ident of the 
on the oceanic creatures. Panhellenic A ociation. 
"Everyone (unle they are tudying Thi' i one of the be t opportunitie 
them) tend to think they are ju t like the available to orority women on ampu. 
movie when they really aren't, . Riehl according to Riehl. 
exclaimed. In thi po ition. he manage four 
Working with her orority Sigma sororitie with a little bi as he can 
Sigma Sigma i what he nonnally doe run Panhellenic meting, now 
when h i not working. (inter national policie from each 
Tri Sigma wa founded by eight women organization and ha to b able to 
in 1898. The sorority i committed to three commtfnicate effectively with each group. 
principle : promoting a perpetual bond of "I have made orne of my be t friends 
friend. hip, developing a trong omanly through the Panhellenic experience, 
character and in:piring high tandard of Riehl said. 
ethical conduct. One of Riehl' favorite quot i '''00 
When not with her sorority iter, he what you want and a long a you do your 
enjoys to read and to play with her black be t, you can t 10 e anything! 
Labrador. 
2 parkling 
·mming 
Poo 
3784 Renee Ori e 
r 
L 
Myrt e Beach, SC 29579 (M3) 236-4232 
Washer I Dryer Included 
Two Car Care Cen ers 
Business/ Studen Center 
Pe Friend. ! 
Free WIFI at the pools 
1 
__ .J 
eon. T odo.y to- See. 40ut 
(843) 236-5735 

Oct. 22 - Nov. 5 2007 F EATU RE S 
Moe's Southwest Gri I ·s a 
fast C oice fo 00 00 
Elaine Urban 
Staff 11'riter 
\Vhat more could a cu. tom-
er want from a rc taurant than a 
friendly staff, quil:k service and 
fresh food? When nothing el e 
come to mind, Moe' South-
west Grill is a great restaurant for 
dining 
Upon entering the restaurant. 
the cheerful staff ay in uni on 
"\Vcleome to Mo 's!" Tbi- greet-
ing make. a po itive first impre -
sion on cu. tomer a. do the south-
we~tern aromas that fill the air. 
places offer. Choices range from 
a giant burrito called the 'home-
wrecker" to a slimmer a1ad called 
"per ona1 trainer." 
Customer~ can al 0 choo e 
from fajita teak chicken. ground 
beef or even tofu t add to their 
meal. 
Cu tomer are n t ju t limit-
ed to the pe ialty items on the 
III nu. Th re are many more ingre-
dient that a11o\\ u tom to go 
crazy and build theIr 0 n e 1-
can meal. 
To add more crunch to the 
cui ine chip and at a are a rou t. 
There i a good election of alsa 
Deci ions, decisions, decision . tcmperature. along \vith pico de 
Moe's menu ha a wide 'arietyof gallo, guacomole and que.,o. ~ 
c1a:sic Mexican favorites. Mo' i a great alternati e 
"There i~ 0 much good 'ari- for Coa tal Carolina Uni\ er ity 
ety that it'.:: 0 hard to make up tudent~' bu~ s hedul . 'hen In 
my mind," aid fre Imlan Brooke ne d of a quick meal stu ents can 
Heill. rely on 1.0 ' for fa t en i e. 
.. M c ~ a1 0 gIve~ bigger option Freshman Kel e) Cox said 
to vegetarians than other fa t fi d . Moe is a\\ orne, h "C the CI 0 
GLOBAL-PARADISE.COM 
e' i 
I at d dIr ctly aero V.S. 501 
fr m ampu. 
Although th re taurant' 
servi i p d _ it i al 0 a grea 
plac 10 rela and njoy the atm -
phe . LaId back mu ic play 
in the ba kgr und as cu om 
mun h on th ir m al . 
Fre hma Aly a rey aid 
• It a a ery v. eJ oming and fun 
dining e prien c. 
ot only i M e fi d 
awe . m but it ricing i a well. 
~ othing n the menu j over 
not t menti n th di count gl en 
to CCU tuden . 
A long hard day at \\ ork or 
scho I an end with an ' burnt 
chlp nd a dnuk for only $5. 
Global Resorts is cUITently eeking motivated per. ODS to market 
resorts here in the Myrtle Beach area. F 
Global Resorts is the 21 t Century smart alternative to Time hare-
and is 80 percent Ie . Over 21 years in bu iness. 
There are no tours, no fees and no pressure to buy or sale. Ju t 
the facts and figures up front. 
We have over 28 resorts in Myrtle Beach and over 5 000 ;:·e ort 
worldwide. 
oe's Southwest Grill is located acro 
University Commons. 
E 
a 
FA MOUB 
BURGERS and FRIES 
All of our associates make $500-$1 ,000 per sale \vith the same 
for each referral afterward. Work from home on your own time. 
Free training is provided from only the best. FORALLCOASTAL TUDE SA D 'A 
THE PURCHASE OF A LITTLE OR EG LA 
Contact your Myrtle beach Global Resorts rep Robert Lewis 
at (843) 340-6667 or at Myrtlebe chrock@yahoo.com. 
All details are at Global-Paradise.com. 
STUDENTIFA ULT 1.0. RE D 
(OFFER GOOD L 2/3] 107) 
FEATURES Oct. 22 - Nov. 5, 2007 
CLUB CORNER Society of the Undersea .World committed to' nat~re 
Elaine Urban 
Staff JVriter 
Aspiring environmentalists 
and future marine biologist join 
together every other week to be 
with student: who share their 
same dreams. 
the member of Society of 
the Under' a \Vorld (SUW) are 
mo tly marine cience major. who 
are all pas ionate about the ocean. 
Thi \ a the ba i for tarting the 
club. 
Fre hman ndrew Stump aid, 
"From being in the club, you get 
a chanc to meet other people 
int re ted m Marine Science." 
From effects on and of the 
ocean, to the biological processes 
that take place in it, the e students 
ar the expert . 
Due to orne complication in 
the previou. choo! year. SU\\' 
ha ju t r cently been resurrected. 
Senior Je ica Saffran, once a 
previou. member, is now the 
pre ident ofSUW. 
With the help of Student 
Acti itie. technioian Diane 
Wilson, Suffran ha su'cces fully 
re tored S UW with an even better 
Stockphoro 
SUW!l0pes to travel to Florida to swim with manatees. 
member. hip. enthu ~iastic and is planning many 
The cun'ent vice pre ident i thrilling tiip. and activities thi 
enior Jennifer Patrick and the 'chool year. 
treasurer is Will Frederick on, Over fall break, SUW istaking 
who are both rehlrning member. an e, pedition to Waites Island. 
Be 'ides a few returning The 1\ o-day ad enture is intended 
members, SUW is comprised of a to be very rela ing. Plan' are very 
majority of freshmen. loose and range from making 
The club fell apart la t year. s'mores around the campfire to 
but the freshmen are absolutely collecting pecimens \ hile taking 
amazing.' said Saffran. walks on the beach. 
Sophomore Lisa scliulz The members are interested 
expres ed why she joined the in learning on their own during 
club. "I'm a marine cience major trips. 
and I like the conservation 'ide of Club advi er Nicole Szonave 
tuff. ' enjoys attending trips with 
The group of cienti ,t is very student. 
"I learn so much from the kids. 
The beach is an important par: 
of life and they know not to take 
advantage of it." 
Other camping trip in the past 
have taken SUW as far as Edisto 
Beach in Charleston. 
The Scoop 
. Adviser: Nicole Szonave 
j Why: To provide a 
: common community 
: for students who 
: are interested in the l environment and science. About every other year SUW 
travels dO\ n to Florida, Cry tal 
River is where UW will oon be . Web site: http://Www. 
\\'imming with manatee . ~ geocities.com/ccusuwl 
Student can eIther norkel or ~ OpeningPage.html 
scuba dive. if they are certified. 
Swimming WIth manatee~ i an clean. 
appealing event but unfortunately Recently. there was a day 
only 20 member' can attend. dedicated to cl aning the bea h, 
SU\\' ha al 0 taken trip to and of cour e SUW took the lead 
ea World in Orlando Fla., and in making Myrtle Beach a little 
to Myrtle Beach' 0\ 'l1 Ripl y's cleaner. Al o. UW ha taken the 
Aquarium at Broadway at the initiative to hay their m: n beach 
Beach. We p at Huntington Beach State 
To balance the due for the e Park. 
adventures, SUW is busy rai ing The club m eting~ ar ery 
their own fund . In addit'ion to energetIC and all member 
an alway deliciou bake ale. participate. ew member. are 
SU\\' will be running other fe tive al\\ ay \ elcome for a fee of 5 a 
fundraising activitie . From ept. erne ter. 
29 to 31 SU\ is going to have a There are a limited number of 
pumpkin painting ·tation on the ~pots available for trip but SUW 
Prince Lawn. hope: to grow. so bigger trip can 
SUW is not, howe er. all for be pro ided for anyone who want 
profit. SU\V is lively when it to ~hare their pa ·ion. for the 
come~ to keeping the environment ocean with other . 
inter season promises array.of different flic s 
Kyle Drapeau 
Staff Writer 
ummer has come and gone. 
'he whole ome comedies, dramas 
. ld family film ha e played their 
1rt. They have entertained the 
uth during their three month 
Iatu from school. 
ow it's time for movies that 
11y the older crowd can enjoy. 
(ere are five upcoming movies 
narked as a must-see. 
. ~'Saw IV" - Yeah, I know, 
hi is the fourth one in a series 
most didn't think would pass the 
trilogy format. Maybe you're 
getting a little bored with it, but 
let's face it: You'l1 see it anyway. 
The Saw movie have always had 
their share of blood, agony and 
gore and this movie is certam to 
make it share of profit because 
of that. To top it all off, it's 
coming out the weekend before 
Halloween. 
2. "' American Gangster" 
Denzel Washington. Russell 
Crowe. Simply putting those two 
names toge.ther makes this a must-
see movie. but the plot will be 
pretty strong and the supporting 
cast as equally talented as the 
main actors. 
Washington plays a man who 
rises to power in the underground 
drug ring . Crowe is a policeman 
close enough to the streets to feel 
the shift in power. The two will 
ultimately collide in a showdown 
"vhere only one man can come 
out on top. This movie has been 
hyped for so long that I would 
highly suggest seeing it. 
3. "Fred Claus" - I know I 
said only movie that older people 
can enjoy, but there had to be a 
comedy in the mix. Vince Vaughn 
and Paul Gi.llnatti star in this 
comedy abO! Fred, the brother of 
Santa Claw;, Fred finds himself in 
jail after being busted for stealing 
the items he takes as a repo man. 
Santa agrees to bail him out if he 
work' off his debt makmg toys, 
but Fred isn't exactly what you'd 
call an elf. 
Christma is getting closer and 
Fred will have to change hi ways 
or push his brother beyond the 
brink. Vince Vaughn hasn't let me 
down yet, so I think thi one i a 
safe pick. 
4. "Beowulf' - The biggest 
ell for this movie is that it will 
be in IMAX theaters. The idea of 
a three story movie is fantastic. 
Most know the story of Beowulf 
who kills the demon Grendel and 
incurs the wrath of Grendel's 
mother. It's the story ofa powerful 
man who became a 1egend. It will 
be intere'ting to . ee how thi:s 
version of BeO\vulf i delivered. 
5. hHitman" - If you haven't 
played thi video game, you might 
not like the movie. Agent o. 47 
has been trained as a profes ional 
as~assin. 
The hunter become the hunted 
as he race. all over the world from 
Ru ian military and Interpol, 
trying to find out who et him up 
and why they want him out of the 
as assination circle. 
Perhap. more important than 
this is the emotions he feels and 
the memories he has when he 
meets a beautiful, damaged girl. 
n Iy pnc 
• 0 appointment necessary 
AU beds have facials 
• High level stand-up available 
for a more even tan 
• Great product selection 
• Most effective bulbs available 
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How long can you last without any electronics? 
A student learns about herself and her life after spending 24 hours without technology 
Kimberly Daniel 
Staff Writer 
tool to mak~ phone call and keep 
track of reminder. , but also as an 
alann to wake up each morning. 
There was silence as I drove a 
Imagine Ii ing a day where 30-minute journey to school wit~ 
you didn't have access to a phone, no access to music. I find myself 
television, comput~r or music. reaching for the knob to tum up 
Think you could handle it? the volume to my radio. but then.f 
I never realized my dependen- remember - no electronics. 
cy on technology until I forced I look for my cell phone to 
myself to stay away from it for 24 make my routine call to my sisters 
hours. and my boyfriend who both live 
Morning come and no phone hundreds of miles away. and then I 
and con equently, no alarnl. Not recall that I left it at home in order 
only do I use my cell "phone as a to avoid temptation. 
Photo iIIuslration by Yaw Odame 
Being an individual who uses 
thousands of minutes in one 
month on my cell phone made 
abstaining from this device the 
most challengirig for me. 
I arrive to school and feel 
relieved because I know my mind 
will be preoccupied by the lectures 
in my classes. 
After finishing the day at 
school, I head home, dreading .not 
having access to anything of my 
enjoyment. Nevertheless, I had to 
do something with my time. 
What did J do for the remain-
der of the day after leaving CCl}? the technology that you have now. 
I thought about what I could be We didn't have any cell phone , 
doing concerning electronics and computer or even calculator: 
then I got tired of fantasizing alid' everything \vas done by hand: 
found something constructive to 
do. 
I caught up on my sleep, 
completed several a signments, 
,tudied, cleaned. pent time \ ith 
my family and most valuable 
I took time for myself. Hence 
leaves room for almo. t nothing but 
thinking and I did much of that. 
Without the hours of talking 
on my cell phone the time I use 
to watch "Heroes" and "Prison 
Break," a computer to type assign-
ments or surf the Internet and 
music to listen to throughout the 
day, I felt as though I was missing 
a part of my life. 
I have become so adjusted to 
living every day with these items 
that they have become a 4Inece si-
ty" and created a dependency. 
I've learned two important 
lessons from this assignment. 
Never take things for granted. 
I now understand what my 
mom was talking about when he 
said, "You kids have things ea y. 
Back in my day we didn t have 
Our generation is fortunate 
to have the convenience of the 
technology today that create a 
comfortable life tyle. 
Furthennore, those of u who 
obtain the e items should appreci-
ate that lUXUry due to the fact that 
not everyone around the '\ arId or 
even in our own nation tra . acce 
to the world of technology. 
Secondly it doe n't hurt to 
refrain from these devices. I've 
learned much about my 'elf, my 
reliance and accompli~hed more in 
one day than I ever accompli hed 
in three day'. 
Every time you pick up a 
telephone whether that it i 
landline or cellular. listen to your 
iPod or a l1!dio, it dO\\ll to urf 
the Internet or even type an a ign-
ment, take notice of how many 
time a day you use the. e devic-
es. Realize how much -you depend 
or don't depend on electronic day 
in and day out. I believe ju~t like. 
me, you'd learn a great deal about 
your elf. 
How to have fun on dates without busting a budget 
Jessica Archibald 
For The Chanticleer 
How many people are faced 
with the challenge of finding 
omething fun to do on a date 
without dropping a whole 
paycheck? 
With the co t of ga and dining 
out increa ing every day, it's hard 
for younger people to find fun 
thing to do in the Myrtle Beach 
area that won't break the bank. 
\Vith a little searching, it's 
possible to find many creative and 
entertaining thing to do on dates 
for a mall amount of money, or 
even somc for free. 
Taking a imple stroll on the 
beach is an activity that few take 
advantage of despite living only 
minutes from the ·hore. Talking 
while searching for seashells is a 
. eat way to get to know someone, 
rus it's a fun way to get exercise. 
Host an old-fashioned game 
night. 
~ ewlywed Sara William' said, 
"One of the best date nights is spent 
with Monopoly -OJ: Scattergories 
with two other couples. The more 
friend you have to/play, the more 
fun you have. ' -
A little ca'h broadens option' 
considerably.Brookgr enGardcns, 
located between Myrtle Beach and 
Pawleys I land, i a beautiful park 
and sculpture and flower garden 
that mak s for a very pleasant trip, 
for just 12 a per.~on. 
There is a diverse mix of 
fore ·ted swamp', alt marshes 
and andy ridges at Brookgrcen 
Garden . Take a peck at the Web 
site for other upcoming events. 
www.brookgreen.org. 
Come December, there will be 
the return of ights of a Thou and 
Candles, a festival where the 
public can enjoy a walk around 
the park with candles lighting the 
pathways and a dinner pecial. 
Trying to find an outdoor 
activity to do on a date? There are 
several golf driving ranges in the 
area where it's u. ually under $10 
to work on one's golf game. 
Cane Patch on North Kings 
Highway is a nearby location 
that is also conveniently next to 
ice cream shops and restaurant 
if you work up an appetite while 
practicing your swing. The 
phone number for Cane Patch is 
(843)449-2732. 
CCU student Shann~ 
Warchalowsky said, "Golfing is a 
great outdoor activity to do with 
someone you are getting to know. 
Plus, you have ~o much fun." 
Matinee movies are always 
lower in price. Cinemark Theaters 
at the Coastal Grande Mall plays 
Slockpizoto 
movie a early as 12:30 p.m. ~md 
i only $5.75 for adult before 6 
p.m. 
Creativity is a must when 
thinking of inexpen ive date idea . 
There are many possibilitie . it 
just takes a little effort to eek out 
the best bang for your buck. 
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~ New Core? New Cou'rses in English for Spring 2008 
ENGL 201 Introduction to Creative Writing 
Instructor 
Jason Ockert, Assistant Professor of Creative Writing, is the author of the short story 
collection Rabbit Punches, and his fiction has appeared many journals. He earned his B.A. 
from the University of Florida and his M.F.A. from Syracuse University. 
Description 
This course introduces the fundamental elements of craft involved in composing poetry, 
fiction, creative nonfiction, and drama using a combination of example readings and writing 
workshops. Students are encouaged, though not required, to complete a college-level 
literature course before enrolling in ENGL 201. 
Fu .lIs 
Core Goal 8; Knowledge of Creative Expression 
ENGL 205 Literature & Culture: The Natural World 
Instructor 
Clifford Saunders, Senior Instructor of English, holds an M.F.A. from the University of 
Arizona and is a poet and fiction writer. He was an assistant editor for The H.W. Wilson 
Company in Cambridge, MA from 1988-1994 and he has published several essays and 
biographical entries in POf-try for Students. 
Description 
ULanguage comes from a place," said poet Quincy Troupe; in this course, we will examine 
literary works that connect deeply with a geographical place-island, seashore, forest, desert, 
mountains, grass lands, ocean, tropics, snow-covered tundra. Planned readings include John 
Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath, Federico Garcia Lorca's Blood Wedding, Annie Dillard's 
.. ~ rim at Tinker Creek, and an assortment of short stories, poems, and creative nonfiction. 
Fulfills 
Core Goal4: Knowledge of Humanistic Concepts 
ENGL 20.5 Literature and Culture: Choice and Destiny 
Instructor 
Dr. Dan Albergotti is graduate of the MFA program at UNC Greensboro; his first full -
length collection of poems, The Boatloads, won the 2007 A. Poulin, Jr. Poetry Prize and will 
be published in March 2008. 
Description 
Are you in control of your life? Do you direct it with your choices? Or is your life guided 
by a force beyond yourself? People have contemplated these questions in philosophy and 
art from the beginnings of human culture. In this course, we will study a variety of texts that 
address this theme spanning from the 5th century BC to 1999. We wilt read Sophocles' 
Oedipus the King, Shakespeare's Hamlet, poems and letters of John Keats, Camus's The 
Stranger, short stories by Flannery O'Connor, Burgess's A Clockwork Orange, and poems by 
J r Gilbert. A final "text" for the .course is Alan Ball and Sam Mendes's film American Beauty. 
Fulfills 
Core Goal 4: Knowledge of Humanistic Concepts 
GL 205 Literature and Culture: Coming of Age Across Cultures 
Cynthia Port, who has published several articles on 20th Century British Literature, 
teaches modernism, post-colonial literature, and gender studies. She earned her M.A. from 
!columbia University and her Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania. 
Description 
Interested in learning about other cultures? In this cours~ you/II read novels and view 
films about individuals in Africa, the Caribbean, Ireland, and elsewhere. We'll explore how 
characters negotiate the challenges of personal development within these various political 
and cultural circumstances, and explore the relevance of family, community, and nation on 
the development of identity. • 
Fulfills 
Core Goal 4: Knowledge of Humanistic Concepts 
ENGL 277 Literature in Translation 
Instructor 
Miglena Ivanova, who received her Ph.D. from the University of Illinois Urbana-
Champaign, has focused her studies on comparative and world literature. Her teaching 
interests include modern and cont~mporary European drama, theatre history, and theories of 
translation and film. 
Description 
This course is designed to introduce students to works of literature in translation from 
the Eastern and/or Western literary and intellectual traditions. Drawing from a variety of 
texts, genres, and formats, each section will examine issues of cultural interaction and 
translation, emphasizing the significance of cross-cultural dialogue and transfer of ideas 
between world cultures, historical periods, and/or literary movements. 
Fulfills 
Core Goal 5B: Knowledge of Other Countries of the World 
ENGL 211 Introduction to Technical Writing 
Instructor 
Teaching Associate Ryan Shelley holds a B.A. from Coastal Carolina UniversitY, an M.A. 
from Winthrop, has taught at the University of South Carolina, and has been a 
writer/reporter for a number of publications in the southeast. • 
Description 
A practical introduction to principal types and forms of technical writing, including 
description of a mechanism, process, analysis, definition, the proposal and both written and 
oral presentation techniques. 
Fulfills 
Core Goal 1 B: Knowledge of Effective Communication 
ENGL 350 Language Variation in orth America 
Instructor 
Becky Childs, whose specialty is sociolinguistics, centers her research on varieties of 
English spoken in the American South. She earned her doctorate from the University of 
Georgia. She teaches a range of courses at Coastal, including introduction to linguistics and 
modern grammar . 
Description 
Why isn't English spoken the same throughout North America? What are the speech 
features that make one English variety different from another? Do men and women have 
language differences? What assumptions do listeners make about a speaker based on just 
a few words? This course covers social, regional, ethnic, gender, and style-related language 
variation among English speakers in the United States and Canada. We will also explore 
issues of pe.rception and attitude as reflected in evaluations of language varieties and the 
speakers of those varieties. 
Fulfills 
Major course for English majors, cognate or elective for others 
ENGL 361 Writing orkshop: Song Writing 
Instructor 
Scott Pleasant, who teaches Business and Professional Communication, 
Composition, and American Literature courses for th English Department, occasionally 
plays music for Theatre Department productions, including.the guitar and bass. He also 
plays the ukulele, and performs with the faculty rock band Virtue Trap. 
Description 
In the songwriting course, students will write song lyrics, participate in lyric-writing 
workshops and peer reviews,learn about the lives and works of famous songwriters, and 
write critical responses and analyses of songs. Singing and instrument-playing abilities are 
certainly helpful but not absolutely required. Creative ability and intensity of focus are a 
must! Also, students in this course need to know how to take constructive criticism well. 
Fulfills 
Major course for English majors, cognate Or elective for others 
ENGL 488K Studies in World Literature 
Instructor 
. Nozomi Irei, who has published several articles' comparing East Asian, European and 
.American writing, earned her M.A.in English from the Univergity of York in the U.K.,and her 
Ph.D. in comparative literature from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Her interests 
include comparative study of Western and non-Western literature, and minority literature. 
Descripti~n 
The topic of this course is "Cross-Cultural Study of the Confessional Mode: East v. West." 
We will read a wide variety of texts from both Western and non-Western traditions to see 
what happens in the language of"confession." Does confession hold a different status in 
the NEast"than in the "West?" Readings will include Kafka's short stories, Mishima's Sun and 
Steel, Dostoevsky's Notes from the Underground;Endo's Silence, and Rilke's Notebooks 
of Malte Laurids Brigge. 
Fulfills 
Major course for English majors, cognate or elective for others 
I See WebAdvisor for times and days. For more information about the English Department and our growing English major, 
I go to www.coastal.edu/english or come by the Department Office at EHFA 224. 
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SPORTS 
Basketball looks ahead to 
season with new head coac 
Three of four coaches starting first year a CCU 
Photo courte8} CCU Athleti( Media Relations 
Left to right: Head coach Cliff Ellis, Assistant Coaches Raheem Waller, Scott Stapler and 
Jamie Kachmarik. 
CCU Athletics Media 
Relations 
Th Chanticleer men' ba ket-
ball team will host 13 game 
at Kimbel Arena and on at the 
Myrtle Beach Convention Center 
for the upcoming 2007-200 
season. 
"There are a lot of challenge. 
for us in thi . chedule:' the fir t-
year CCU head coach Cliff Ellis 
said. 
"A lot of the challenge are 
early, a far a road contest , ~rith 
going to Cincinnati. "'right State, 
McNeese State and Hou ton, just 
to name a few. Tho e road game 
are going to be challenge for u 
early. 
\Ve are heading to East Caro-
lina, which i- a good Conference 
USA ba. ketball team, a well a ~ 
the home-and-home with UNC 
Wilmington. There are just a lot of 
challenge , especially for a team 
in tran ition with a new coach and 
players trying to find them elv 
in a new sy tern. 
1 am excited about it, as the 
non-conference slate hould 
certainly prepare us for the rigor 
of the conference schedule,' he 
said. 
CCU will open the season at 
home for the fir t time ince 1999-
2000, hosting orth Green ille, 
Fri., ov. 9 and Campbell, Tue., 
0\. 13 before hitting the road for 
a two-game wmg through Ohio 
th econd traight y ar CCU will 
play in the tate. On that trip, the 
Chanticleer will take on Cincin-
nati and CAA Tournament team 
Wright State, returning la t year's 
game Mon. o. 19. 
CCU ill then return home 
to ho t Ander on b for another 
two-game swing take Coastal to 
Loui iana and Te'a . The ChanL 
will return another game from 
2006-07, playing at Me ee e 
State before taking on Hou ton. 
ew Big South member Pre byte-
rian travel to Kimbel AI na Fri., 
Dec. 7 followed by another et of 
road game at C Wilmington 
Sun., Dec. 9 and at Cani iu Sat., 
Dec. 15. 
The Chant then ha re a tretch 
offive ofth ir next i' onte:ts on 
the Grand Strand tarting ivith the 
finale of a regular ea on home-
and-home with tbe eaha\\ of 
UNCW. 
ceu tht,.l head to th Myrtle 
Beach Con ention Center for the 
econd straight year taking n 
Georgia State Saturday, Dec. 22. 
Coastal rings in the new year at 
East Carolina Wedne day, Jan. 2 
and then return to . mb 1 Arena 
to ho t u qu hanna. 
Big outh Conf1 renee pI 
tart at h me b) \\ e1coming 
Radford nd Mho 'm lArena 
and Jan. 12 and 14. The Chan 
then bIt the road for three con c-
utive road gam ,h ading to High 
Point and Liberty before going to 
Rock Hill to take on defending 
champion Winthrop. 
A thr -game et at home then 
a\\ ait Coa tal. C Ash ill 
kick off the hom tand Monda), 
Jan. 28 with in- tate ri al Charle -
ton outhern following atur-
day, Feb. 2. Th en final with 
"'inthrop wrap it up \Vedne da , 
Feb. 6. 
CC wiII then play four of i 
la t i gam on the road, tarring 
at VMI, then t Radford. Coa tal 
play i la t t\\ 0 r gular- ea on 
hom game on Feb_ 16 and 1 
taking n Lib rty and High Point 
J1 pectiv ly, b tore cIo ing th 
eason at C Ash ille and 
Charle ton uthern. 
All the league gam ntinu 
to be important. a th top four 
eed ~rjll ho th op ning round 
of th Ad nce Auto Part Big 
South onfer nee Champion. hip 
March 4, ith higher eed ho t-
ing the remaining round March 6 
and . 
Tue. 11/13 at 7 p.m. 
: Fri. 11/16 at TBA 
Mon. 11/19 at 7 p.m. 
Wed. 11/21 at 7 p.m. 
Sat. 11/24 at 4 p.m . . 
Mon. 11/26 at 8 p.m. 
'Fri 12/7 at 7 p.m. 
Mon. 1/21 at 7 p.m. 
Sat. 1126 at 7 p.m. 
Mon. 1/28 at 7 p.m. 
Wed. 2/6 at 7 p.m. 
: . 
Mon. 2/11 at 7 p.m. 
Sat. 2/16 at 2 p.m. 
Mon. 2/18 at 7 p.m. 
Wed. 2/27 at 7 p.m. 
Sat. 3/1 at 7:30 p.m. 
vs. Campbell UnIVersity 
VS. Cincinnati Universi y 
VS. Wrigh S ate UnIVersity 
VS. Anderson UniverSity 
VS. Me eese State Un vers 
VS Houston Unlversl on 
S Presby e fa Co ege 
VS. U C Immgton 
s Univers ty 
VS. U C 11m gton 
VS East Caro ina Uni ersl y 
S. Su que anna n 
VS. Radford Un verslty 
VS. HIgh Pom Un! ersl y 
VS lbe 
VS. Winthrop UniversIty 
VS U CAshe Ie 
VS. Charleston Southern 
VS WInthrop Un er sty 
VS. Virginia Ilitary nst tu e 
VS. Radford Unt ars ty 
VS. Liberty Umvers I 
VS H gh Pomt 
VS. U C AsheVille 
VS. Charleston Southern 
UntVers'ty 
Championship 
SPORTS Oct. 22 - Nov. 5, 2007 
Coastal's defense shines as football team rolls on 
Nick Mamary 
Staff Writer 
In front of many excited fans 
during Family Weekend, the 
Chants entered the game with an 
extremely aggre 'sive attitude. 
eled by the frustration of a 
three-game 10 ing streak, it didn't 
take CCU long to get on the board 
as fullback Mikt: Tolbert scored 
on a I5-yard touchdown run that 
capped off a 5-play, 65-yard drive. 
This was Tolbert' fifth rushing 
touchdown of the season. 
Near the end of the' first 
quarter, CClJ truck again when 
Will Richard on connected with 
Jerome Simpson for a twenty-
seven yard touchdO\VJ1 pass that 
m the score 14-0 in favor of 
the Chants. 
The second quarter ~ aw 
red- hirt ean Fortson replace 
Richardson at quarterback. It was 
apparent that the move was made 
by Coach Bennett, in order to see 
what Fortson could bring to the 
offense. He seemed to be more 
of a threat outside the pocket, 
making place mostly with his feet. 
This created yet another problem 
for the Chowan defense. The 
backup quarterback rushed four 
times, accumulati ng 41 yards and 
a touchdown. 
Coach Bennett rotated quarter-
back. again in th third quarter. 
when Fortson was pulkd in favor 
of red-shirt sophomore David 
Martin. The remainder of the 
game aw CCU further dominate 
the Hawk. 
The Chants :~hut out Chowan 
51-0. In the proce', they 
collected an amazing 592 yards 
of total offense, while limiting the 
oppo~ ition to ju t 7 yards. 
Coastal also had ru hing touch-
downs from three different player . 
This was quite a way to snap their 
three-game losing streak. The win 
improves the Chanticleers to _-4, 
while Chowan falls to 1-6 on the 
year. 
Coastal continues its three-
game home stand next Saturday 
against Presbyterian. 
Photo b;1-' Paul Robinson 
" 
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Volleyba I team tal s t Col 
CCU Media Athletic 
Relations 
After a Cougar kill, Coastal 
pulled to within five once more off 
another Nyhofkill but that would 
be the clo est the Lady alant 
Charleston Coa tal came a the College of Charle ton 
Carolina', volleyball team fell to went on to win game one. 
the College of Charleston 3-0 at Trailing 19-14 in game 
John Kre e Arena Tuesday night. two, Coastal tarted to make a 
Game scores were 20-30 2.6-30, comeback and e entually tied 
12-30. the match at 22-all off a College 
A fier a low tart to game one, of Charleston atta k error. The 
the Lady Chanticleers began to Cougar took a on .point lead off 
rally midway through the game a Lady Chant ..., rvice error, but 
cu~ing the College ofCharle ton's a block by Nyhof and Bi kford 
read down from 12 to five. evened the game. However, the 
Coa tal'~ 'even-point run College of Charleston had a three-
started with a 1dll by freshman point run that gave it enough of a 
Megan Bickford and included fi e cu 11ion to take game two. 
straight Cougar attack error . Of Coastal had to contend with a 
those errors, three resulted from solid Cougar offense and'defen e 
Coastal blocks a ophomore Jill in game three. The Cougars had 
Nyhof and Bickford combined multiple run in game three, 
for onc block, while sophomore including a eight-point run. 
Meagan Tracey and Bickford Defensively, the Cougar. totaled 
combined for two. A yhof kin one block solo and 11 block 
then brought the Lady Chants to assists. 
within five and made it a 22-17 yhof led the Lady Chant 
game. with 10 kills. Bid:f0rd totaled 
Lunch & Dinner 
- Hibachi Teriyakj Chicken - $5«99 
.. Hibachi Steak and Shrimp - 8.45 
five blo r ith one solo and four 
block a ists. Tracey tallied _7 
assi t, hi Ie junior Brett Starbu ' 
had 10 dig. 
Cole Dawley and DeaIma 
Patrick each had a match-high 
11 kill for the Cougars. Lind e) 
Kane added 35 a i and Megan 
Park rson had 13 dig . 
Coastal return to 
Arena on Friday night when it 
weI ome Radford on Senior 
ight. Match time 1 cheduled 
for 7 p.m. 
Photo by Paul Robin on 
Coastal Carolina 
University's volleyball team 
plays their next match 
on Friday, Oct. 26 at 7 
p.m. against Presbyterian 
College. The remaining 
matches of the season are 
away games. 
DO 
- Hibachi Noodles with Vegetables - $5.99 
- Shrimp Tempura Dinner - $6.99 
e of ar 
AR TED? 
Teriyaki Wings Dinner - $6.25 
CO WI4 
DUI DRUGS ASSAULTS 
FELONIES M1 'DEMEANORS TRAF'FI 
ALCOHOL OFFENSES SERiOUS1 'JURYCASES 
2250 HWY. 501 EAST 
SINGLETON SQUARE SHOPPI G CE TEA 
347-055 
Beach 
THE 
TR TEDAD CEATARE 
SPORTS Oct. 22 - Nov. 5, 2007 
Maymester Study Abroad opportunities with trips 
to Spain and Costa Rica. 
Earn credit for Spanish 130 or 330, and even Spanish 350! 
Other International Education Week Events to Include: 
For more information about Study Abroad Programs and International 
Education Week, come to the Office of International Programs & Services, 
laurel Hall or go to: www.coastal.edu/international. 
Oct. 22 - Nov. 5, 2007 SPORTS 
ATHLETICS CORNER Homecoming e 
Kelly Moore 
For The Chanticleer 
Hello readers - there are many 
e 'cting athletic even going n 
thi we k! 
ot only i ~ it homecoming 
'ee but Coa tal C r tina 
Univer it)" men' occer team i 
SCORES 
Volleyball 
1015 - VS. Radford, W 3-1 
1016 - VS. Libtery, L 0-3 
10/12 - VS. High Point, L 
2-3 
10/13 - VS. Winthrop, L 
1-2 
10/16 - VS. College of 
Charleston, L 0-3 
Men's Soccer 
1016 - VS. George Wash-
ington, W 4-3 
10/12 • VS. Liberty, W 2 .. 1 
Women's Soccer 
1016 - VS. UNC Asheville, 
W2-O 
1018 - VS. High Point, W 
6-1 
9/23 - Ping Fall Preview, 
15 of 15 
taking on Wake Fore t University, 
the o. I-rated occer team in 
America. They play thi Tue day 
at 7 p.m. To celebrate, the athletic 
department i going to ha 'e a ook 
out for the first 500 fan . Make 
sure you com out and upport the 
team. 
Women ccer continue 
conti renee la' 0 Wedn day 
o t. 24 again Charle ton 
Southern Uni r it) at 6 p.m. 
ear teal and pport the. Lad) 
Chanticle rs. 
Be ur to come out to tll 
Homecoming Bonfir on Thu da) 
night at p.m. 0 r a th Wood. 
Come celebrate th crowning 
of our Hom rning . ng and 
Queen, enjoy mu ic from the band 
and dancing from the cheer1 ad rs 
and meet orne of th fo tball 
pIa 'er . 
The Homecoming football 
game tart at 7 p.m. on Saturday 
again t Pre byterian College. Th 
football team play another h m 
game the fo11o ing , 'eekend 
again t Liberty Uni ity at 3:30 
p.m. 
SCORES 
Women's Cross Country 
10/13 - NCAA Pre-Nation-
als, 24th of 38 
10/13 - Low Country Invi-
tational, 2nd of 3 
Men's Cross Country 
10/13 - CAA Pre- ation-
als, 37th pace 
10/13 - Low Country Invi-
tational, no team score 
Football 
10/6 - VS. Furman, L 17-27 
1W13-VS.Chowan,W 
51-0 
Women's Golf 
9/18 - Napa River Grill Car-
dinal Cup, 12th of 17 
9125 - Myrtle Beach Clas-
sic, 11th of 15 _________ ...J 
Compiled by Caroline P. Smith 
V. a e Forest Un! ersit 
. Clemson Un ersl y 
V. 0 h F 'da Un ve 
V. Charleston Southern U Ive Sl 
V LIberty U ve s 
V. USC Upstate 
V Radford Un ve s y 
BI9 South Conference Camp 0 ships m Hen-
dersonville, .C. 
Ca a ay a c PI a 
Edwin Watts/Palmetto In ercol e91a e at la a 
Island 
V Vlrgm a M Jtary n tute 
V. Liberty Um ersity 
lin °er from a 
Orangeburg, .C. L 
'-----------' L.-----.J '-----------' 
-fl 
Sa 
Sa 
Sekction of . 
villas and ft 
From 1050 oWnho
'
nes 
, to 1,659 s. 
Optional d q. /to 
Fully . 'etaclzed garages 
11Ulzntabzed la 
Lovely lake ndscaPing 
and 
Op natural . 10naiJU . VJews 
l71lShing Pac~'"'-Poo~ volleyball ~es 
courts. fn.-. and baske ,1~ 
, ~FlnlS and .fUness tvall 
A1nenity center 
beautiful ;rea OVer/oOkil1CT 
-acre lake '"0 a 
Lifestyle J. 
uzrector 
events and to COor.J · 
actiVities UZnate 
• • 
. s\tadee \,at\te and rn 
. house at lZi t U"\inutes fro 
@fi .' US for an oFen \i~~ \hats 1uS t\e y,each. UA lease )011\. '1 ott_caffiFuS the best of M-yr 
raordlnar . and neat 
discov-er e){t . a \Jniv-erslty 
coastal carolin ~ 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
2007 front to 4 p.nt· ber 12, . 10 a.1f1• Friday, octo bet 13, 2007 jron1 oon to 5 p.m. 
saturday, octo bet 14, 2007 front (843) 234-5505 
octo ter· 
sunday, k Sales Cetl par e J(iskadee ~~ l'AyrUe Beacb. ~ ) '-.' 501 ,,;v¢d . 
r a take HW'f' ad on ogbt , 
Coastal caro U1. d eigb°rbo 
. . 'FroIn 'B u\e~ar . 
Directlon . Wlld Wlng ° Sales center. 
Lett on fo\\oW ig11s to 
AT ILO I G 
VILLAS AND TOWNHOMES FROM THE MID 100s 
G:r .(866) 858-1087. (843) 234~5505. kiskadeeparke.com CENTEX HIJME~ ~ " The Grand Strand's Largest Homebuilder 
